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Canes have NHL’s best penalty kill, but Brind’Amur says power play disparity ‘frustrating’ 

By Chip Alexander 

Having been fined by the NHL for postgame comments 
critical of the officiating, Carolina Hurricanes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour now tends to choose his words carefully. 

It would have been easy to go off a little Monday after a 4-3 
overtime loss to the Toronto Maple Leafs. The Leafs had four 
power plays and five minutes of power-play time, getting a 
goal from Auston Matthews. The Canes: one power play for 
16 seconds. 

Both teams played hard in their first game after the NHL All-
Star break. There were a lot of intense battles, along the 
boards and in front of the net at Scotiabank Arena. There 
was one fight, the Canes’ Brendan Smith and the Leafs’ 
Wayne Simmonds dropping the gloves to go at it. 

But other than the fighting majors to Smith and Simmonds, 
the Canes were called for four penalties and the Leafs for 
one — a holding call on defenseman Morgan Rielly that 
negated nearly all of a Leafs power play in the third period. 

“It’s always frustrating,” Brind’Amour said after the game. “I 
don’t know that ... I don’t know what to say about it. It does 
get frustrating but we kind of talk about it every night. 

“For whatever reason, it always works out that way. It always 
seems like we’re always getting less power plays every 
night. You would think it would even out a little more.” 

The Canes are a quick playmaking team not lacking for skill 
players. They stay in motion, attacking and pressuring, 
forcing opponents to react. Their defensemen are 
aggressive. 

In their 43 games, the Canes have forced 143 penalties, 27th 
in the NHL. They been called for 170, 13th in the league. 

Only the Arizona Coyotes, the league’s worst team, has a 
worse penalty differential — minus-38 to the Canes’ minus-
27. In contrast, the Colorado Avalanche are plus-30. 

While ranking 10th in power-play percentage (24.8), the 
Canes are 21st in power-play opportunities with 125, with 
more power plays than their opponents in 12 of their 43 
games. They’ve had one power play in six games, and did 

not have a power play Dec. 4 against Buffalo, albeit in a 6-2 
win 

Matthews and Mitch Marner both had two goals Monday and 
Marner’s second won it at 2:51 of overtime. Matthews’ 
second goal, with 23 seconds left in the second period, gave 
the Leafs a 2-1 lead and Marner tied it 3-3 in the third. 

Nino Niederreiter scored his 13th of the season in the first for 
the Canes, who had won four straight before the break. Tony 
DeAngelo’s goal eight seconds into the third tied the score 2-
2, and Derek Stepan gave the Canes a lead midway through 
the third. 

All that came at even strength. Matthews’ power-play goal in 
the second period gave Toronto the special-teams edge for 
the game as the Leafs took a sixth straight victory. 

“We didn’t get any tonight. It might be different tomorrow (at 
Ottawa) but they got a power-play goal that we needed to 
kill,” Brind’Amour said. “I guess in the end that was the 
difference in the game. Tough loss that way but it was a 
good game. These guys played hard.” 

Both goalies played well, and each had 28 saves in the first 
confrontation between the Canes’ Frederik Andersen and the 
Leafs’ Petr Mrazek, who traded positions after last season — 
Andersen leaving Toronto to sign as a free agent with 
Carolina and Mrazek leaving the Canes and signing with the 
Leafs. 

Attendance at Scotiabank Arena was limited to 500 because 
of pandemic restrictions, but Andersen’s contributions to the 
Leafs — five seasons, 149 wins — were recognized during 
the game in the mostly empty building. 

“It was nice for them to kind of say thanks for the time here,” 
Andersen said. “That was a little bit weird but eventually the 
game has to come first.” 

Carolina Hurricanes at Ottawa Senators 

When: Tuesday, 7 p.m. 

Where: Canadian Tire Centre, Ottawa. 

TV/RADIO: Bally Sports South, WCMC-99.9 FM.
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What was Brad Marchand chirping about to the Canes, Coyotes when he lit up Twitter? 

By Chip Alexander 

Brad Marchand doesn’t hold back, does he? 

The mercurial Boston Bruins winger recently started a social-
media hailstorm with his war of words with the Carolina 
Hurricanes. 

Then, he turned his sights on the Arizona Coyotes. 

At issue? How much money comes out of his paycheck. 

Piqued after a 7-1 loss to Carolina on Jan. 18 and some 
post-game gloating on Twitter by the Hurricanes, the Bruins 
forward tweeted: “You’re still the reason we pay 20 percent 
in escrow.” 

Commenting last week on the Coyotes’ potential plans to 
temporarily play their games at a 5,000-seat arena at 
Arizona State, Marchand tweeted: “Well ... the only way they 
get 5,000 fans at their games now is if they give 4,500 away 
for free so wouldn’t change much.” 

Marchand doesn’t let up — on the ice and or off it. And the 
Coyotes have averaged 11,703 fans in 21 home games this 
season. 

But what does that have to do with his paycheck? 

Creating the NHL Escrow Account 

Coming out of the 2004-05 lockout, in a provision agreed to 
by the owners and players’ association, the players and 
owners split what’s called “hockey related revenue,” or all of 
the money the league takes in off the game itself, off of ticket 
sales, concessions, merchandise, etc. The amount is set 
annually based on estimates some 16 months ahead of time. 

Since no one can accurately predict full league revenue that 
far in advance, the league withholds a certain amount of 
money from the players’ portion of the 50/50 split until that 
year’s revenue numbers are available. If the league’s total 
revenue doesn’t match the total of the players’ salaries, a 
percentage of the players’ escrow is taken to attain the 50/50 
share, and the remainder returned to the players. 

The number has remained pretty steady in the years since 
the lockout. Over the past 10 years, the average escrow 
worked out to about 9.5 percent of the players’ salaries. 

Last year, that ballooned to 20 percent. 

So, when Marchand went off on the Canes, he was blaming 
them, in part, for the escrow number being so high. 

Is it the Canes’ Fault? 

No. 

The pandemic, which caused NHL revenues to tumble, is the 
biggest reason for the current high escrow total. 

After COVID-19 forced the league shutdown, followed by a 
modified return to play, the NHL and NHLPA worked 
together on a new CBA, and negotiated a cap on the amount 
of escrow players would have to pay over the following six 
seasons. 

Given expected post-pandemic revenue shortfalls, the sides 
agreed to a steep escrow amount early, but one that would 
eventually taper to far less than the 10-year average. 

The 2020-21 escrow number was set at 20 percent. This 
year, the number was capped at 18 percent (it’s actually 
17.2). In 2022-23, it’s capped at 10 percent, and then 6 
percent in the subsequent three seasons. 

So the escrow is not still 20 percent, as Marchand tweeted. It 
was last year, but is scheduled to decline rapidly beginning 
next year. 

Is Escrow the Only Deduction for Players? 

Also no. 

Escrow is just part of what the players have taken from their 
salaries each year. They also have to pay federal, state and 
local taxes like everyone else. They pay their agents. They 
pay NHLPA dues. 

They’ve also paid when they’re on the road playing games. 
Most states that have major-league teams have had a “duty 
day” tax — usually referred to as a “Jock Tax” — that have 
players paying state income taxes on the amount of days 
they’re working in those states. 

While the “Jock Tax” might sound minimal, consider that in 
2016, Carolina Panthers quarterback Cam Newton owed 
California an estimated $137,000 in taxes as a non-California 
resident, according to a SportsIllustrated.com report. 
Newton, then paid $20 million, spent time in California — 
which had a 13.3 percent state income tax rate — preparing 
and playing in the Super Bowl in Santa Clara and later 
regular-season games against the Raiders (then in Oakland) 
and Los Angeles Rams in the 2016 season. 

There are some states, including Florida and Texas, that 
have no state income tax. That can make teams in those 
states more appealing when it comes to negotiating a salary 
— think goalie Sergei Bobrovsky of the Florida Panthers, 
who is making $10 million a year. There also is no “Jock Tax” 
for visiting teams. 

Players’ escrow amounts differ from league to league — it 
typically has been about 10 percent in the NBA, for example. 
In the 2018-19 NHL season, escrow withholding was 12.9 
percent. Of that total, 3.25 percent was returned to the 
players. 

A Numbers Game 

Marchand was right about the 20 percent escrow figure. 
There was a 20 percent salary escrow for the 2020-21 
season that was shortened to 56 regular-season games 
because of the pandemic and played in 2021. Many teams 
were severely limited in attendance and league revenues 
suffered, keeping the salary-cap ceiling at $81.5 million. 

NHL revenue dipped to an estimated $2.9 billion for 2020-21, 
according to Forbes magazine. Revenue projections for 
2021-22 are an estimated $5 billion, commissioner Gary 
Bettman said recently. 

But back to Marchand’s claim about the Canes ... 
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According to the recent NHL franchise valuations in Forbes, 
the Hurricanes were ranked 27th in the league with a $550 
million valuation in 2021. The Bruins, in contrast, were fifth at 
$1.3 billion. One of the NHL’s Original Six franchises, the 
Bruins generate more annual hockey revenue than the 
Canes. 

(The Coyotes, struggling financially the past decade, have a 
$400 million valuation by Forbes, last in the NHL.) 

Through 21 home games this season, the Canes have 
averaged 16,855 fans and rank 17th in the NHL, just ahead 
of the New York Rangers. The Bruins are No. 7 at 17,850, 
which is 100 percent of capacity. 

Meanwhile, Marchand is paid $6.125 million per year by the 
Bruins, meaning his escrow total was about $1.2 million in 
2021 and approximately $1.05 million this season at the 17.2 
percent rate. He and his family live in Boston, where 
ostensibly he pays the appropriate state and local taxes. 

It’s no fun to have that much garnished from a paycheck, no 
matter how much you make. But as salty as he is, blaming 
the Canes for the amount of escrow he owes is a bit of an 
overstep. 

At least the Bruins don’t have another game in Raleigh this 
season, so Marchand can’t complain about paying a North 
Carolina “Jock Tax,” too.
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A wrap on All-Star weekend, those missing Maple Leafs, and Gary Bettman fails again 

By Sean McIndoe 

We’ve made it through another All-Star weekend. It was fun, 
right? Sure, let’s go with that. Everyone fist-bump. 

Friday’s skills competition was pretty much what we should 
have expected, with a few new wrinkles — one of which was 
that it was secretly also Thursday’s skills competition, as the 
two new outdoor events were pre-taped. (The league didn’t 
mention that, although having it go from dark to dusk in an 
hour might have been a hint). Let’s be honest, the skills 
event always ends up being the sort of thing that looks better 
in a two-minute highlight package than it does when you 
spend a few hours watching it in real time. As always, there 
was too much standing around, nobody seemed quite sure of 
the rules, the crowd was mostly confused and quiet, and for 
some reason there seemed to be more people running 
around doing interviews than actual players to talk to. The 
two new Vegas-themed events worked well enough, despite 
that sort of awkward “Do I have to do this?” vibe that pretty 
much anything involving hockey players is destined to have. 
We’ll at least give the league credit for trying something new, 
and getting it to mostly work. 

The highlight came in the return of the breakaway challenge, 
which hadn’t been seen since 2016. It’s more of a dress-up 
contest than a hockey event now, but that’s fine because 
there are only so many Forsbergs you can see in one night. 
This year’s show was stolen by Trevor Zegras, doing a 
Dodge Ball-inspired blindfolded Jedi move. Jack Hughes 
followed that with a full-on magic trick. 

Then they both lost to Alex Pietrangelo, who … uh, pointed 
at Carrot Top? Look, it’s still All-Star weekend, the local team 
has to win something whether they deserve it or not. The 
point is the kids had some fun. Did it feel like everyone was 
trying a little bit too hard? Sure, but it’s All-Star weekend, and 
we’ll always take that over not trying at all. 

Speaking of which … the game itself. Or games, since there 
are three of these things now, all played three-on-three. This 
year’s edition was an opportunity for the league to show off 
its most entertaining and important stars, which is to say the 
guys who do replay reviews for offside calls. We got two of 
those, but somehow missed out on a five-minute officials 
huddle to figure out where a puck had gone over the glass. 
Maybe next year. 

The Metro won, beating the Central in the final. It was fine. 
There were a handful of decent moments, everyone seemed 
to have fun and nobody got hurt. Also, the MVP was Hearst, 
Ontario native Claude Giroux, although the honor should 
have gone to Peter DeBoer. 

All in all, the weekend was a success and Las Vegas did a 
great job hosting, as we knew they would. Now we’re back to 
the real thing starting tonight, with two matchups on the 
schedule as we head down the second-half stretch. There 
weren’t many games this week, so there won’t be many 

changes to our rankings. There probably shouldn’t be any, 
but unlike your favorite team’s GM, I’m not afraid to make a 
change just for the sake of making a change. 

Road to the Cup 

The five teams with the best chances of becoming the first 
franchise in three years to win a Stanley Cup that we have to 
admit probably counts, or wait actually maybe not. 

This was cool: 

5. Minnesota Wild (28-10-3, +40 true goals differential*) — 
Kirill Kaprizov’s tribute to Alexander Ovechkin was quickly 
forgotten once the blindfolds and props came out, but he did 
set a new fastest skater record getting away from that 
attempted interview. 

4. Tampa Bay Lightning (30-10-6, +29) — If you missed it, 
be sure to check out Joe’s piece on Steven Stamkos, who’s 
on pace to have the sort of year that guys on the wrong side 
of 30 aren’t really supposed to have. 

Here’s my question: Is Stamkos officially into that “veteran 
star who just about everybody likes” phase of his career? It 
feels like he’s getting close, especially now that they’ve 
introduced an adorable zamboni-loving child. I’m not even 
sure he has that Joe Thornton/Blues fan thing with any fan 
base, although maybe I’ve forgotten something. Somebody 
who hates Stamkos, show up in the comments and explain 
yourself. 

3. Florida Panthers (32-10-5, +56) — Sorry guys, somebody 
used the j-word, you’re doomed now. 

Absolute A+ sabotage there by Brind’Amour. The Panthers 
were so devastated they decided to take this week off to 
regroup. 

2. Carolina Hurricanes (31-9-2, +48) — Pierre has the inside 
scoop on the Hurricanes’ deadline plans, which involve 
waiting as long as possible and are probably focused on the 
blue line. Don Waddell makes a lot of sense here, but I’m 
docking him points for breaking out the old “only one team 
wins the Cup” nonsense. 

1. Colorado Avalanche (32-8-4, +52) — Their only game this 
week was a loss to the Coyotes, because it’s the NHL and 
nothing ever makes sense. I’m not suggesting the Avalanche 
weren’t completely focused on this one, but I did think it was 
weird that half of them were lugging around suitcases and 
golf clubs during their actual shifts. 

*Goals differential without counting shootout decisions like 
the NHL does for some reason. 

Not ranked: Toronto Maple Leafs — This is the first time I’ve 
included the Leafs in the top section; their only other 
appearance this year was as the “not ranked” pick in the 
bottom five, back when they were losing early and we were 
trying to figure out if the entire season was going off the rails 
or we were all just overreacting to a few games. 
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A little more than three months later, there’s no real question 
about which side won that argument. The Leafs’ early 
struggles are a very distant memory — since that blowout 
loss to the Penguins and another to the Hurricanes dropped 
the Leafs to 2-4-1, they’ve gone a borderline ridiculous 27-6-
2. They briefly hit top spot in the other rankings. The 
underlying numbers are great. They have the fourth-best 
points percentage in the league. They’ve currently won five 
straight, their fourth such streak this year. 

So … why hasn’t this team shown up in the top five yet? 

It’s a fair question, and I’m not sure I have a great answer. I 
can tell you they’ve been close more than a few times, and if 
this was a top six they’d have likely cracked it. Still, just 
based on the numbers they should probably have been in 
the top five plenty of times. So, what’s up? 

The most obvious answer is “it’s the Leafs.” Remember, 
we’re trying to predict who’s going to win the Cup, not just 
who’ll challenge for a Presidents’ Trophy, and that means 
focusing on the teams that can win four playoff rounds. The 
Leafs can’t ever win one, so calling them a Cup favorite 
would feel silly. Except maybe it shouldn’t, because this is 
the NHL and you never really know. I had people yell at me 
all through 2019-20 because I had the Lightning ranked as 
favorites even though they’d choked against the Blue 
Jackets, proving they weren’t built to win. That narrative, as 
the kids say, did not age well. There’s a good case to be 
made that the baggage of past history is mostly noise and 
we should ignore it. 

That’s easier for some than it is for a Leafs fan like me, and 
maybe this is just a combination of me wanting to avoid the 
homer accusations while working some reverse-jinx magic. I 
do think there are valid reasons to be a little bit nervous 
about the Leafs, though, starting with the rest of the Atlantic. 
Unless they can finish first, the Leafs will face either the 
Lighting or Panthers in the first round, and might not even 
have home ice. That’s a brutal path, and even the best-case 
scenario means playing a legitimate contender like the 
Bruins or one of the Metro teams. This Leafs team could do 
just about everything right and still lose in the first round, not 
because of a narrative but because their opponents are just 
really good. 

And the narrative does matter, at least a little, because we all 
know what everyone will be thinking the first time this team 
wobbles even slightly in the postseason. Maybe that’s not 
fair, and maybe it wouldn’t be a problem if people like me 
would just shut up about it, but here we are. The Leafs are a 
young team and most of the key guys have never won a 
thing in the NHL. When things inevitably go bad, like they do 
for even the best teams, the Lightning will know how to 
handle it. Will the Leafs? Are we sure? 

We’re not. But then again, you could say the same for the 
Panthers, a team that hasn’t won a playoff series since 1996, 
and I’ve had them near the top all year long. I’m not sure 
where that leaves us. Scoring ten straight goals against the 
lowly Devils this week isn’t enough to tip the Leafs into the 
top five, but at some point something else might have to be, 
and they’ll finally earn their spot. If and when it happens, just 
remember Marco gave me permission to do it. 

The bottom five 

The five teams that are headed toward the best lottery odds 
and a shot at Shane Wright. 

Fun and games aside, the most important news of All-Star 
weekend in Vegas came out of Gary Bettman’s media mini-
tour, as the commissioner once again utterly failed to 
demonstrate any actual leadership. As we discussed on this 
week’s podcast, there were two paths for Bettman to take in 
dealing with the Rocky Wirtz story. He could respond by 
making it perfectly clear that Wirtz’s comments were 
unacceptable and would have consequences, or he could try 
to hand-wave it all away. To absolutely nobody’s surprise, he 
chose the latter, chalking Wirtz’s comments up as a bad 
moment. He even seemed to be trying to spin it as a positive, 
as if Wirtz loudly insisting that he had moved on from 2010 
was just evidence that he cared too much. 

It was nonsense, and everyone knew it, but this is what 
Bettman does when it comes to stuff like this, or CTE, or 
making the game more welcoming to a diverse fan base, or 
any number of other issues. It’s not that Bettman isn’t 
capable of working up a little passion, and we even saw a 
flash of it on Friday when he spoke about the league’s 
frustration over Canadian COVID-19 protocols. He can 
certainly conjure up some righteous anger when it’s time to 
renegotiate a CBA with his “partners” on the player side. It’s 
just that he saves that side of himself for issues that are 
important to him, which is to say, those that directly impact 
the bottom line. 

The rest of it? He sees his job as making it all go away, or at 
least far enough into the background that fans like you stop 
talking about it. But hey, record revenues, right? 

5. Philadelphia Flyers (15-22-8, -35) — They’re apparently 
going to bring in Danny Briere, and man does this ever look 
like a team that’s planning ahead for their next GM. That 
might not be fair, and sometimes we all see things that aren’t 
there, but it’s awfully tempting to connect the dots. 

In the meantime, Charlie has a look at what’s at stake in the 
second half. 

4. Buffalo Sabres (14-24-7, -41) — One of the few interesting 
storylines of the shortened week was the Sabres visiting 
Vegas for the first time since the teams hooked up on the 
season’s biggest trade. The meeting marked the return of 
Alex Tuch, Cody Eakin and Peyton Krebs, who got the rare 
combination welcome back video. 

Dramatic and efficient. The Sabres ended up getting 
smoked, but the good news is that Jack Eichel was invisible. 

3. Seattle Kraken (15-27-4, -38) — Another peek behind the 
scenes at a team’s deadline strategy, this one from Ryan as 
he does what all the other GMs apparently refused to do and 
talks to Ron Francis. The Kraken have no hope of the 
playoffs, but they do have $27 million in cap space this 
summer. There are lots of ways to use that, so let’s see what 
kind of work Francis can do. 

2. Arizona Coyotes (11-30-4, -67) — We had some fun with 
the win over the Avalanche up in the Colorado section, but 
for a young and rebuilding mess of a team, that sort of game 
really could be a “we can build on this” moment. In this case, 
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the Coyotes built on it by immediately losing to the Flames 
while giving up 50 shots on goal. Look, at least they’re not 
the Habs. 

1. Montreal Canadiens (8-29-7, -74) — They didn’t play this 
week, which means we didn’t get a Brutal But Accurate 
Arpon Habs Headline. Instead, we can look at Scott’s 
prospect rankings, which have the Canadiens with the 
league’s eighth-best system — a bit of a mixed message for 
fans. On the one hand, a top-ten system eases some of the 
pain of a miserable season. On the other, the ranking is 
actually a bit worse than last year’s sixth, and it’s boosted by 
the inclusion of Cole Caufield, who was supposed to be 
tearing up the NHL this year and has instead done almost all 
his damage in the minors. Scott says he’s not especially 
worried, so there’s that. 

Over at TSN, Travis Yost goes into more detail on what’s 
gone wrong this year. 

Not ranked: Dallas Stars — The Stars have done something 
very confusing over their last few games. They lost. Then 
they won. Then they lost again. One game at a time, with 
different results. 

Kind of like a normal team, you might say, and that’s the 
problem, because the story of this year’s Stars is that they’re 

always in the middle of a streak of some sort. They’ve had 
winning streaks of seven, four, and four again, plus losing 
streaks of four, five and three. Most of those came one after 
another, so trying to form an opinion on the 2021-22 Dallas 
Stars has been a fool’s game. Whatever you think, wait a 
week and they’ll prove you wrong. 

Still, let’s try. The Stars come out of the break outside of a 
playoff spot, but still well within the Western race. Dom’s 
model think the Avs, Wild, Blues and Predators are all over 
90% locks, so the Stars basically need to grab a second 
wild-card spot for the Central. That seems pretty plausible, 
and maybe even likely depending on how seriously you take 
the Kings and Ducks. The path is there for Dallas. But if it’s 
going to happen, we should get a good sense right away, 
because they return to action with games against the 
Predators and Jets and then two against the Avalanche. 
They’ve actually got three games against Winnipeg between 
now and the first week of March, and those meetings might 
end up deciding the race. 

In other related and frankly far more important news: 

If that name and number sounds familiar, it should. You 
know what they say, even a broken clock finds a nut twice a 
day.
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Matthews, Marner spoil Andersen’s return in Hurricanes’ 4-3 OT loss 

Carolina earned one point in a back-and-forth game between 
Eastern Conference powers 

By Cory Lavalette 

There were plenty of storylines ahead of the Hurricanes’ 
game Monday in Toronto. 

It was a matchup between two of the Eastern Conference’s 
top teams, one that could be revisited in the spring. 

It was also Hurricanes goalie Frederik Andersen’s first game 
back in Toronto since he signed with Carolina in the 
offseason. In the other net was Petr Mrazek, playing his 
former team for the first time since he made a similar 
summer move to the Leafs. 

It was also Carolina’s first game at Scotiabank Arena since 
David Ayres came out of the stands and entered history 
almost two years ago. 

But there was no storybook ending Monday. Instead, it was a 
showcase of what the Maple Leafs expect from two of their 
$10 million players. 

Auston Matthews erased one Hurricanes’ lead by scoring 
twice in the second period to give Toronto the lead, and 
Mitch Marner tied the game in third before winning it 4-3 
overtime for the Maple Leafs. 

It was a matter of Toronto finishing their chances and 
Carolina not converting enough of theirs. 

“I thought we had a million chances to score goals that we 
that we didn’t capitalize on,” Hurricanes defenseman Tony 
DeAngelo said. “We still had three and plenty of chances to 
win. Disappointing, but I think our effort was really good.” 

It was a game of punches and counterpunches between two 
of the NHLs’ top prizefighters. 

After Matthews scored twice in just over three minutes — his 
30th and 31st of the year — late in the second period to give 
Toronto its first lead at 2-1 heading into the second 
intermission, Carolina took just eight seconds in the third 
period to tie the game back up. 

After a faceoff win by Jordan Staal, DeAngelo jumped into 
the play and rushed into the Toronto zone, firing a shot that 
beat Mrazek (28 saves) to the far side to knot the score. 

“Kind of just a broken play a little bit on the faceoff there,” 
DeAngelo said. “I thought it was coming to me, it went to 
(Jaccob Slavin), so the winger jumps, so I just tried to jump 
around him. … A lot of teams play man-to-man, and 
sometimes you get a lucky bounce and you get in.” 

DeAngelo then helped put Carolina back ahead, jumping into 
the play, taking a drop pass from Steven Lorentz and firing a 
shot on net. The rebound kicked to Derek Stepan, who put 
the puck in the net for his seventh goal of the season and a 
3-2 Hurricanes advantage at 9:23 of the third. 

The lead was short-lived. A failed clearing attempt by the 
Hurricanes led to a shot on goal by Leafs defenseman 
Timothy Liljegren. Andersen gave up an uncharacteristic 
rebound, and Marner snuck behind the Carolina defense and 
shot in the loose puck to tie the game again with under six 
minutes left in regulation. 

“I had a good game up until that last little play that I 
mishandled, and it obviously sucks,” Andersen said of 
Marner’s first goal. 

Marner then won it in overtime, collecting another rebound — 
this one off a Morgan Rielly spinning backhand — and 
putting it past Andersen (28 saves) at 2:51 of the 3-on-3 
play. 

It was a disappointing return for Andersen, thought it was 
done in front of just 500 fans due to COVID-19 restrictions 
put in place by the province of Ontario. 

“I think it’s tough to get too emotional in these 
circumstances,” Andersen said of playing in a mostly empty 
arena. “It was nice of them to kind of say thanks for the time 
here, and I moved on and focused on the game again. So 
yeah, that’s a little bit weird. But eventually the game’s got to 
come first.” 

It wasn’t all bad for Carolina, which got to shake off the All-
Star break and play in a high-paced game as it prepares to 
have 38 more games in the next 78 days, continuing with 
Tuesday’s game in Ottawa. 

“It was a good game. I thought we played well,” Hurricanes 
coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “I’m not disappointed at all in 
our effort or anything. Obviously, you’d love the two points, 
but for not having any power plays and I just felt we created 
a lot of offense … we just didn’t cash in on, It could’ve been 
a different game there.” 

The frantic pace started early, but the first period ended with 
just one goal. 

After Staal forced a turnover on the forecheck, the puck got 
to the right point to defenseman Ian Cole. Cole spotted 
Niederreiter in front with position on defenseman T.J. Brodie. 
He fired a shot where Niederreiter could attempt a 
redirection, which the Swiss winger did for his 14th goal of 
the season and a 1-0 lead at 13:08 of the opening period. 
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Notes: Teuvo Teravainen (injury) and Jesperi Kotkaniemi 
(COVID protocol) did not play for Carolina. Ethan Bear was a 
healthy scratch. … Brendan Smith had the Hurricanes’ third 
fight of the season, a first period bout with Wayne Simmonds 

that favored the Leafs forward. It was the 27th regular 
season fight of Smith’s career and first with the Hurricanes. 
… Carolina had just 16 seconds of power play time 
compared to 5:02 for Toronto.

 

 

 

Recap: Canes Take Point In Toronto To Start Second Half 

DeAngelo records multiple points in 4-3 overtime defeat 

By Walt Ruff 

TORONTO, ON. - The Carolina Hurricanes started their 
post-All-Star Game schedule by earning a point Monday 
night, falling in overtime to the Toronto Maple Leafs, 4-3. 

The Rundown: 

A frantic start forced both Frederik Andersen and former 
Hurricane Petr Mrazek to be engaged for their respective 
teams, as the two clubs combined for nine shots before the 
first media timeout of the night. 

As the two would each establish their presence, ultimately 
the first goal of the night came for Carolina. Coming courtesy 
of a wonderful connection between Martin Necas, Ian Cole 
and Nino Niederreiter, the Swiss forward put the finishing 
touch on his 14th tally of the season. 

Niederreiter's marker would be the only tally of the first 
period, allowing his team to hold onto the game's first lead 
for over 20 minutes of play. During the middle stages of the 
second period was when the tide began to turn for Toronto 
though, as a few big time stops from Mrazek allowed his 
team to trail by only one and continue to generate some 
offense of their own. Then within the span of 3:21 the Maple 
Leafs went from being down 1-0 to being ahead 2-1. The 
30th and 31st of the season for Auston Matthews put his 
team ahead going into the third. 

Despite having the momentum heading onto the clean sheet 
of ice, Toronto's advantage lasted all of just eight seconds 
into the new frame. After Jordan Staal won the opening 
faceoff, Jesper Fast allowed Tony DeAngelo to streak in and 
fire one past Mrazek to make it 2-2. 

The game pushed along tied at that score for a little over 
nine minutes, before Derek Stepan put the visiting side back 
in the lead. Another DeAngelo contribution came in the form 
of a shot through traffic that squeaked to the side of the 
crease, where the veteran center would push it home. 

Stepan's go-ahead tally would make it 3-2 in the Canes favor 
for just a shade under five minutes, before Mitch Marner sent 
the game to overtime with just 5:48 remaining in regulation. 

It would be the first of two goals in the affair for Marner, who 
extended his goal-scoring streak to eight games with the 
tally. 

Marner's other would be serve as the overtime winner, giving 
his club the 4-3 decision. 

They Said It: 

Rod Brind'Amour on the effort of his club after the All-Star 
break... 

"It was a good game. I thought we played well. I'm not 
disappointed at all in our effort or anything. Obviously we'd 
love the two points but for not having any power plays, I just 
felt like we created a lot of offense. Especially in the second 
period where we had four or five breakaways, two-on-ones, 
we just didn't cash in. I thought we took a breath on that one 
[goal against] in the second period and it wound up in our 
net. That's what these guys do. You give these guys any 
room? Forget about it. But to come out in the third and have 
at least a chance to win, I thought it was great by our guys." 

Frederik Andersen sharing his thoughts on the night and 
returning to Toronto... 

"I'm disappointed. I thought we played a really good game. I 
thought I had a really good game up until that last little play 
that I mishandled. It sucks giving them one of those and 
eventually losing the game. It hurts a little bit, but we'll get 
over it and we'll move on to the next one." 

Tony DeAngelo on his third period quick strike... 

"It was kind of just a broken play off the faceoff. I thought it 
was coming to me and then going to [Jaccob Slavin], so 
[Jesper Fast] jumped and I tried to jump around him. It was a 
great play by Quickie. Some teams play man-to-man and 
sometimes you get a lucky bounce to get in. Nice play by 
those two." 

What's Next?: 

The Canes head to Canada's capital immediately post-game 
for a meeting against the Ottawa Senators tomorrow night. 
Ottawa also played Monday, taking a 4-1 win over the New 
Jersey Devils. 

Bonus Notes: 

 Teuvo Teravainen (lower-body injury) did not play. 
Josh Leivo took his spot in the lineup. 
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 With Jesperi Kotkaniemi on the shelf (COVID-19), 
Derek Stepan jumped back to his natural center 
position. 

 Andersen finished with 28 stops on 32 shots against 
for the Canes. It's just his second loss since the 

calendar turned to December and he is now 13-1-1 
in his last 15 outings. 

 Mrazek concluded the night with a stat line of 28/31. 

 Toronto finished with four power play chances, 
Carolina had just one.

 
Preview: Canes at Senators

Carolina seeks to bounce back after last night's overtime 
defeat in Toronto 

By Walt Ruff 

OTTAWA, ON. - The Carolina Hurricanes take to the ice for 
the second time in as many days tonight, this time meeting 
the Ottawa Senators in Canada's capital. 

When: Tuesday, February 8, 7 p.m. EST 

Watch: Bally Sports South, Bally Sports App 

Listen: 99.9 The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes 
App 

Canes Record: 31-9-3 (65 Points, 1st - Metropolitan Division) 

Canes Last Game: 4-3 Overtime Loss to the Toronto Maple 
Leafs on Monday, February 7. 

Senators Record: 15-22-4 (34 Points, 7th - Atlantic Division) 

Senators Last Game: 4-1 Win over the New Jersey Devils on 
Monday, February 7. 

PREVIOUS MEETINGS: 

 December 2: Anton Forsberg stops 47 of 49 shots 
faced, stealing a 3-2 victory for Ottawa. 

 January 27: The Canes first shootout of the year 
ends in a positive note, taking a 3-2 decision north 
of the border. 

THE QUICK HITS: 

About Last Night: The Canes played a hard-fought battle last 
night in Toronto that ultimately led them to one point before 
coming up short in overtime. Former Hurricane Petr Mrazek 
was strong throughout in net, turning away several 
opportunities that would have either extended Carolina's lead 
or put them out in front. The effort was certainly there and 

that was pleasing to Head Coach Rod Brind'Amour, who said 
admittedly going in that he wasn't sure what he was going to 
get from his group in their first outing post-All-Star break. 

Antti Up: With Frederik Andersen playing last night it appears 
likely that Antti Raanta will have the start this evening for the 
Canes. Raanta was stellar last Saturday night against New 
Jersey, stopping 24 of 25 shots faced in his first game played 
after missing four weeks due to injury. 

Keep Stacking Points: With another last night the Canes now 
have points in nine of their last 11 contests. This week they'll 
be making up a few of their games in hand and four teams 
being within six points of one another atop the Metropolitan 
Division at the moment, every single point counts. 

Just Fine Away From Home: Rod Brind'Amour's club is 15-5-
2 away from PNC Arena this season, matching the New York 
Rangers for the most wins on the road among any team in 
the NHL this season. 

Kotkaniemi Out: Sunday afternoon the team announced that 
forward Jesperi Kotkaniemi has entered COVID-19 Protocol, 
rendering him out of commission for at least the team's 
games tonight and tomorrow. It will be the first games 
missed of the season for the 21-year-old center, who totaled 
20 points in the club's first 42 games. 

Tervainen TBD: Teuvo Teravainen (lower-body injury) did 
not play Monday night. He was a game-time decision but 
ultimately Josh Leivo stepped into the role. #86 suffered the 
injury on January 21 vs. the New York Rangers. 

Additional Notes: 

Milestone Watch: Antti Raanta is one win shy of 100 in his 
NHL career. Derek Stepan is one point shy of 500 for his 
NHL career. 

What Color Are We Wearing?: The team will be wearing their 
white sweaters tonight.
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Hurricanes goalie Andersen gets nice welcome back from Maple Leafs fans 

Veteran goalie spent previous five seasons in Toronto, won 
149 games 

By Dan O'Leary 

Toronto Maple Leafs fans at Scotiabank Arena on Monday 
saw a familiar face in unfamiliar colors. 

Goalie Frederik Andersen returned to Toronto for the first 
time as a member of the Carolina Hurricanes.  

Andersen was given a nice ovation and waved to the crowd 
of 500 [attendance is still being limited in Canada due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic] during a stoppage in play. 

The veteran, now in his ninth NHL season, spent the 
previous five with the Maple Leafs, posting a 149-74 record 
and 2.79 goals-against average. For the Hurricanes this 
season he 24-6 with a career-best 2.01 GAA. This past 
weekend, he played in his second NHL All-Star Game. 

Andersen made 28 saves on Monday but the Hurricanes lost 
4-3.

 

Marner stays hot, gives Maple Leafs OT victory against Hurricanes 

Scores twice to extend goal streak to eight games; Toronto 
has won six straight 

By Dave McCarthy 

TORONTO -- Mitchell Marner scored at 2:51 of overtime 
after tying it late in the third period for the Toronto Maple 
Leafs, who won their sixth straight game with a 4-3 victory 
against the Carolina Hurricanes at Scotiabank Arena on 
Monday. 

Marner won it after Hurricanes goalie Frederik Andersen 
kicked him the rebound of Morgan Rielly's shot while falling 
down. 

Marner has scored 10 goals during his eight-game goal 
streak, which is the longest in Toronto history since John 
Anderson had a 10-game streak in 1984-85. 

"It was a bit of a crazy game there, taking the lead, getting 
the lead taken from us, and then coming back to tie that 
game," Marner said. "Just the work ethic, the battle we had 
tonight, it was something we talked about wanting to do more 
of going into the second half, and tonight was a great night to 
kind of start that." 

Auston Matthews also scored twice for the Maple Leafs (30-
10-3), who are 12-2-1 in their past 15 games. Petr Mrazek, 
who played the previous three seasons with the Hurricanes, 
made 28 saves in his first game against his former team. 

"It's always a little special (facing an old team)," Mrazek said. 
"A lot of people have asked me about that, but I think of it as 
just another team, another game. Just try to prepare as best 
you can to get the win." 

Tony DeAngelo had a goal and an assist for the Hurricanes 
(31-9-3), who had won four in a row. Andersen, who played 

the previous five seasons for the Maple Leafs, made 28 
saves in his return to Toronto. 

"I think it's tough to get too emotional in these 
circumstances," Andersen said. "It was nice of them to kind 
of say thanks for the time here, and then I moved on and 
focused on the game again. It's a little bit weird, but 
eventually the game has to come first, so it was back to 
focusing on that." 

Hurricanes coach Rod Brind'Amour said he had no 
complaints about his team despite surrendering a third-
period lead. 

"It was a good game," he said. "I thought we played well. I'm 
not disappointed at all in our effort or anything. Obviously, 
you'd love the two points, but for not having any power plays, 
I just thought we created a lot of offense, especially in the 
second period, where we had four or five breakaways and 2-
on-1's that we didn't cash in on and it could have been a 
different game there. 

"Give the players credit on both teams. It's a dead building 
and these guys played hard tonight. I thought it was a good 
game." 

The game was played in front of 500 fans because of the 
COVID-19 restrictions in place in Ontario. 

Matthews left the game with 42 seconds remaining in the 
third period after he was hit in the head by Brett Pesce's 
knee while falling back into the boards. He remained on the 
ice for several minutes but skated off under his own power. 

"No word really," Maple Leafs coach Sheldon Keefe said. 
"We'll have some time to settle down and assess him 
properly. I actually had him taking a scheduled day off 
tomorrow anyway. He's coming back from the All-Star Game, 
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so that will give even more time for him to get assessed and 
make a determination from there." 

Nino Niederreiter put Carolina ahead 1-0 at 13:08 of the first 
period when he redirected a centering pass from Ian Cole in 
the slot. 

Matthews scored his 30th of the season tied it 1-1 at 16:16 of 
the second period, jamming in a loose puck in the crease 
during a power play. 

Matthews then gave Toronto a 2-1 lead at 19:37 with a one-
timer in the high slot off a pass from Rielly. 

DeAngelo scored eight seconds into the third period to tie it 
2-2, shooting blocker side on Mrazek from just above the 
right face-off dot. 

Derek Stepan made it 3-2 at 9:23, knocking in a rebound 
near the left post, but Marner tied it 3-3 at 14:12 when he 
was left all alone in front and put in a rebound after Andersen 
mishandled Timothy Liljegren's shot from the point. 

"Obviously disappointed," Andersen said. "I thought we 
played a really good game, and I thought I had a good game 
up until that play I mishandled. Obviously, [stinks] giving 
them one of those and then eventually lose the game. Hurts 
a little bit, but I'm sure we'll get over it and move on to the 
next one." 

Keefe said he was pleased with how the Maple Leafs 
responded after giving up the lead. 

"A lot of really good things today in the game," Keefe said. 
"It's not an easy team to play against, they make it really 
hard on you to break out, get through the neutral zone and 
play on offense. I really liked how we stuck with our game." 

NOTES: DeAngelo's goal was two seconds shy of the fastest 
to start a period in Hurricanes/Hartford Whalers history, set 
by Jordan Martinook on Dec. 31, 2018. … The Maple Leafs 
reached 30 wins in 43 games, the fastest in their history. … 
Matthews has scored at least 30 goals in six straight 
seasons to begin his career.
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Marner scores 2, Maple Leafs beat Hurricanes 4-3 in OT  

TORONTO (AP) — Mitch Marner scored the tying goal late 
in the third period and then got the winner 2:51 into overtime 
to give the Toronto Maple Leafs a 4-3 victory over the 
Carolina Hurricanes on Monday night. 

Auston Matthews also scored twice, and John Tavares and 
Morgan Rielly each had two assists to help Toronto get its 
sixth straight win. Petr Mrazek stopped 28 shots to improve 
to 6-2-0 this season. 

Marner also had an assist, giving him 10 goals and nine 
assists during an eight-game goal- and point-scoring streak. 

His late-game heroics helped the Maple Leafs recover after 
giving up a lead in the third period. 

“It was a bit of a crazy game there with the lead being taken 
away from us and then coming back to tie the game,” he 
said. “I think just the work ethic and battle we had tonight is 
something we talked about wanting to do more of in the 
second half, and tonight was a good night to start that.” 

Tony DeAngelo had a goal and an assist, and Nino 
Niederreiter and Derek Stepan also scored for the 
Hurricanes, who lost for the second time in nine games (7-1-
1) and are 16-3-2 in their last 21. Frederik Andersen had 28 
saves. 

“It was a good game,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour 
said. “I thought we played well. I’m not disappointed at all in 
our effort. ... I felt we created a lot of offense. Especially in 
the second period where we had four or five breakaways, 2-
on-1s. We just didn’t cash in.” 

In the extra period, Marner ended it when he slammed in the 
rebound of a shot by Rielly for his 16th of the season. The 
celebration was tempered because of a scary incident for 
Matthews late in regulation. 

With 41.7 seconds remaining in the third period, Matthews 
got tangled up with Niederreiter. As a result, Matthews lost 
his balance and crashed into the end boards. He held his 
head and stayed down for a minute before he skated to the 
Maple Leafs’ dressing room without any help. He did not 
return. 

Toronto coach Sheldon Keefe did not provide an update on 
Matthews’ status after the game, saying the center was still 
“being assessed.” Matthews was scheduled to have Tuesday 
off after his busy All-Star weekend in Las Vegas. 

The Maple Leafs don’t play again until Thursday in Calgary 
against the Flames. 

“He’s obviously a big part of our team,” Marner said. “He 
does a lot for us, especially in 3-on-3 hockey. I didn’t really 
see what happened. But obviously, it’s unfortunate. I’m going 
to try and check on him and make sure he’s all good. 

“But hopefully, all is well with him.” 

After Matthews scored his 30th and 31st goals to give 
Toronto a 2-1 lead late in the second period, the Hurricanes 
scored twice in the first half of the third period to take the 
lead. 

DeAngelo tied it with his eighth just 8 seconds into the 
period. 

“It was kind of just a broken play, off the faceoff,” he said. “I 
thought it was coming to me and then going to (Jaccob 
Slavin), so (Jesper Fast) jumped and I tried to jump around 
him. It was a great play by Quickie. Some teams play man-
to-man and sometimes you get a lucky bounce to get in.”, 
and Stepan gave Carolina the lead at 9:23 when he knocked 
in the rebound at the side of the net. 

Marner tied it after Andersen misplayed a point shot from 
Timothy Liljegren, leaving a juicy rebound for the Leafs’ 
forward with 5:48 remaining. 

After a slow start, the Hurricanes dominated the final 10 
minutes of the first period. Niederreiter redirected a pass 
from defenseman Ian Cole to give Carolina a 1-0 advantage 
with 6:54 left. 

Andersen made a handful of good stops, including a left pad 
save on Matthews on a 3-on-2 rush on the power play, to 
frustrate his old teammates. 

The Maple Leafs finally beat Andersen on their third power-
play situation. Matthews poked in a loose puck in the crease 
for a 1-1 tie. 

Toronto entered the game with the league’s most efficient 
power play. Conversely, the Hurricanes were the top-ranked 
penalty killers. 

Carolina had its chances to retake the lead. But Seth Jarvis 
fanned on a chance in front, and Mrazek stopped Sebastian 
Aho on a breakaway. 

“I just tried to make myself big, stay focused and on my feet,” 
Mrazek said when asked if he had an advantage after seeing 
Aho in practice for three seasons in Carolina together. 

Matthews put Toronto in front 3:21 later, in the final minute of 
the second period, on a 37-foot blast from the high slot. 

UP NEXT 

Hurricanes: At Ottawa on Tuesday night to continue a four-
game trip. 

Maple Leafs: At Calgary on Thursday night to open a three-
game trip.
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NHL Power Rankings: Wild grab top spot with playoff push set to begin  

The Minnesota Wild have taken over the No. 1 spot 

By Austin Nivison  

The NHL's All-Star weekend is in the rearview mirror and 
that means the push for the playoffs will really start to ramp 
up. I can guarantee that the second half of the season will be 
more fun than awkward magic at a skills competition and 
offside reviews in an All-Star game. 

In the Eastern Conference, the playoff teams have 
essentially been sorted out already, but the battle for seeding 
will be key. In particular, positioning in the Atlantic Division 
will be critical, because the No. 2 vs. No. 3 matchup will send 
a contender home in the first round. Even a Wild Card spot 
that faces off against the Metro Division champ might be 
preferable to facing one of the two Florida teams. 

Out West, the playoff teams are still far from set. In the 
Pacific Division, it will be fascinating to see whether the 
Kings and Ducks can hang on to playoff spots as the Flames 
and Oilers try to climb into the top three of the division. At 
least one team will be left out in the cold after a strong 
regular season. 

With the second half of the season set to begin this week, 
here are the update NHL Power Rankings:  

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

1  Wild  

Kirill Kaprizov transformed 
himself into Alex Ovechkin for 
the Breakaway Challenge at the 
All-Star Skills Competition, and 
he has been playing like his idol 
of late. Kaprizov is riding a 12-
game point streak, and he has 
notched multiple points in seven 
of those contests.  

4  
28-
10-3 

2  Avalanche  

As has been stated before in 
these rankings, a team cannot 
lose to the Coyotes and keep the 
top spot. In yet another example 
of how hockey makes no sense, 
the Avalanche saw their 10-
game winning streak snapped by 
Arizona. Something tells me 
Colorado will be just fine, 
though.  

1  
32-
8-4  

3  Panthers  

As if the Panthers needed any 
more help, they may have found 
magic in a line that features 
Mason Marchment in between 
rookie Anton Lundell and Sam 

1  
32-
10-5 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

Reinhart. Those three have 
played just over 73 minutes 
together at five-on-five, and they 
have outscored opponents 12-1 
in that time. In Florida's 8-4 win 
over the Blue Jackets, they 
combined for a whopping 18 
points.  

4  Hurricanes  

Rod Brind'Amour should be in 
the conversation for the Jack 
Adams Award, not just for what 
he's done in the regular season, 
but also for his performance in 
the All-Star Game. Brind'Amour 
got players to kind of care about 
winning in that event, which is an 
impressive feat in itself.  

1  
31-
9-3  

5  
Maple 
Leafs  

After an incredible start to the 
season for Jack Campbell, he 
has really taken a step back in 
the last month. Since Jan. 6, 
Campbell has allowed 7.01 
goals above average, and 
goaltending has suddenly 
become a major concern for a 
Maple Leafs team that has the 
ability to make a deep playoff 
run.  

1  
30-
10-3 

6  Rangers  

The Rangers had the most 
impressive win of the pre-All-
Star break week as they took 
down the red hot Panthers, 5-2. 
Although he was great, Igor 
Shesterkin did not have to carry 
his team to victory. Instead, the 
Rangers simply outplayed one of 
the best teams in the league.  

3  
30-
13-4 

7  Lightning  

The Lightning are very much in 
the for the highly-coveted No. 1 
seed in the Atlantic Division, and 
they will be able to get some rest 
for the stretch run. They only 
play five games from now until 
the end of February.  

--  
30-
10-6 
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8  Penguins  

The Penguins have gotten a lot 
of major contributions from 
unexpected places this season, 
and Bryan Rust might be at the 
top of the list. He has 14 goals 
and 32 points in 24 games 
played, and Pittsburgh owns 
53.50% of the expected goals at 
five-on-five with Rust on the ice.  

2  
27-
11-8 

9  
Golden 
Knights  

During All-Star weekend, Golden 
Knights head coach Pete 
DeBoer said that Jack Eichel 
could be cleared for contact in 
the near future. That's good 
news for a Vegas team that has 
yet to hit fifth gear. The addition 
of Eichel should help them get 
there.  

1  
27-
16-3 

10 Bruins  

The most interesting part about 
the second half of the Bruins' 
season will be how they split the 
starts in goal. Jeremy Swayman 
has played well this season, the 
team has a sizable investment in 
Linus Ullmark and Tuukka Rask 
is a franchise legend. One of 
those three may not see much 
action in the final few months of 
the regular season.  

--  
26-
14-3 

11 Predators  

Tanner Jeannot is having a 
strong rookie campaign with the 
Predators. Barring a white hot 
second half of the season, 
Jeannot likely won't win the 
Calder Trophy, but Nashville has 
to be pleased with his progress. 
Jeannot has 27 points in 46 
games, and he plays a valuable 
role in the defensive end as he 
eats up tough minutes on the 
penalty kill.  

--  
28-
14-4 

12 Flames  

Johnny Gaudreau has 25 points 
in his last 15 games, and he is 
on pace to top his 99-point 
season in 2018-19. Gaudreau is 
set to be a free agent after this 
season, and at this rate he is 
going to get a massive payday 
regardless of whether he stays 
in Calgary or hits the open 
market.  

1  
23-
13-6 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

13 Blues  

Not only is Jordan Kyrou having 
a tremendous season on the stat 
sheet, but he proved that his 
wheels stack up with anyone's at 
the NHL Skills Competition. 
Kyrou pulled off the upset in the 
fastest skater event as he 
knocked off both Connor 
McDavid and Dylan Larkin.  

1  
26-
13-5 

14 Kings  

Two of the Kings' offseason 
additions, Phillip Danault and 
Viktor Arvidsson, are really 
starting to gel. With those two on 
the ice together at five-on-five, 
Los Angeles controls 61.92% of 
the expected goals, and the 
team has scored 18 goals while 
allowing just five.  

4  
24-
16-7 

15 Capitals  

The Capitals have been sliding 
backward for a while now. They 
are 5-7-2 in that stretch, and the 
five-on-five offense has gone 
cold. Add in a power play that 
has scored on just 15.8% of its 
opportunities in 2022, and 
Washington suddenly has some 
problems on its hands.  

--  
25-
13-9 

16 Ducks  

The Ducks played one game last 
week and don't play again until 
Friday night, so I would just like 
to say that Trevor Zegras got 
robbed of first place in the 
Breakaway Challenge. Not only 
was the Dodgeball gimmick fun, 
but the actual move he used to 
score would have been jaw-
dropping on its own.  

--  
23-
16-9 

17 Oilers  

Just when the Oilers looked like 
they were getting on a roll, they 
lost in overtime to the Senators. 
Edmonton did bounce back 
nicely with a win over the 
Capitals before the All-Star 
break. Goaltending remains an 
issue, even in some of the wins, 
so it will be interesting to see 
whether that gets addressed in 
the coming weeks.  

--  
23-
16-3 

18 Stars  

The Stars had a golden 
opportunity to pick up a critical 
win over the Flames last week, 
but instead they saw a 3-1 third-

4  
23-
18-2 
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period lead turn into a 4-3 loss in 
regulation. Dallas needs a strong 
second-half push with its playoff 
chances fading by the day.  

19 Canucks  

Even though the team as a 
whole has improved since Bruce 
Boudreau took over as head 
coach, Elias Pettersson still has 
yet to catch fire. Considering his 
shooting percentage (12%) is 
4.5% below his career average, 
it would be a fair bet to assume 
that Pettersson will start finding 
the back of the net more often.  

--  
20-
20-6 

20 Islanders  

Despite the Islanders' 
disappointing season, 
defenseman Adam Pelech 
remains a brick wall on the blue 
line. The team's five-on-five goal 
differential is +9 with him on the 
ice, and the Islanders own 
55.32% of the expected goals in 
those situations.  

--  
16-
17-6 

21 Red Wings  

Moritz Seider is stating his 
Calder Trophy case this year. 
The 20-year-old is playing top 
pairing minutes for the Red 
Wings, and he is holding his own 
in that role. In terms of goals for 
and against at five-on-five, 
Seider is roughly break even on 
the season. That's rather 
impressive considering he has 
played substantial minutes next 
to Danny DeKeyser. Factor in 
Seider's 29 points, and he is a 
serious contender for the award.  

5  
20-
21-6 

22 Sharks  

Jonathan Dahlen, a second 
round pick from the 2016 NHL 
Draft, has been a pleasant 
surprise for the Sharks this year. 
The 24-year-old rookie has 20 
points in 41 games and is third 
on the team in expected goals at 
five-on-five with 7.45.  

--  
22-
20-4 

23 Jets  

Winnipeg has won just one of its 
last eight games, and its playoff 
hopes have cratered over the 
last two weeks. The Jets are 
now nine points out of a playoff 
spot, with five teams between 
them and the second Wild Card 
spot. The good news for 

2  
18-
17-7 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

Winnipeg is that it could make 
up some ground with five 
straight divisional games starting 
on Tuesday.  

24 Kraken  

Jared McCann has come on 
strong for the Kraken of late. He 
has seven points in his last six 
games and ranks third on the 
team with 6.07 expected goals at 
five-on-five. He looks like one of 
the Kraken's best selections 
from the expansion draft.  

--  
15-
27-4 

25 
Blue 
Jackets  

The Blue Jackets are not a very 
good hockey team, but all their 
flaws are amplified by the fact 
that they haven't gotten many 
saves this year either. Whether 
Elvis Merzlikins or Joonas 
Korpisalo is in goal, it has not 
gone well in Columbus. The 
team's 90.5% save percentage 
at five-on-five ranks 30th in the 
NHL.  

2  
20-
22-1 

26 Flyers  

Claude Giroux did his best to 
drive up his trade value by 
winning the All-Star Game MVP 
award. It has been a frustrating 
season for the Flyers, but Giroux 
has still been productive. He will 
be a tantalizing piece for every 
Stanley Cup contender as the 
trade deadline approaches.  

2  
15-
22-8 

27 Senators  

If there is any good news for the 
Senators, it's that goaltender 
Matt Murray has played well in 
his last handful of starts. If 
Ottawa wants to be more 
competitive down the stretch, 
getting better play out of the men 
between the pipes is a good 
place to start.  

--  
15-
22-4 

28 Blackhawks 

Chicago has now lost three 
straight games, and the latest 
loss came in blowout fashion to 
the Wild. Things are going poorly 
for the Blackhawks these days, 
and that even includes Patrick 
Kane. With Kane one the ice this 
season, Chicago owns just 
43.97% of the expected goals at 
five-on-five.  

3  
16-
23-7 
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29 Coyotes  

Inexplicably, the Coyotes 
handed the Avalanche their first 
loss since Dec. 11. Of course, 
Arizona came right back down to 
Earth one day later in a 4-2 loss 
to the Flames.  

2  
11-
30-4 

30 Sabres  

Alex Tuch is already paying 
dividends for the Sabres. He has 
13 points through 13 games, and 
he is one of just two Buffalo 
players that is on the right side 
of the expected goals share at 
five-on-five (50.25%).  

--  
14-
24-7 

31 Canadiens  

The Canadiens didn't lose any 
games last week. Don't check to 
see how many games they 

1  
8-
29-7 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

actually played, but at least they 
didn't lose. That is more than 
can be said for the one team 
below Montreal this week.  

32 Devils  

New Jersey dropped back-to-
back games against the Maple 
Leafs, and it's hard to tell which 
one was worse. First, the Devils 
allowed four third-period goals in 
a 6-4 loss, and then they got 
skunked by a score of 7-1 the 
following night. New Jersey has 
now lost six in a row, and it is 
challenging the Flyers for the 
worst goal differential in the 
Metro Division.  

3  
15-
26-5 

 

 

 

Canes can’t hold on in Toronto, fall to Leafs in overtime 

The Carolina Hurricanes lost in overtime, 4-3, against the 
Toronto Maple Leafs Monday night at Scotiabank Arena. 

By Ryan Henkel 

One point is good, but two would have been better. 

That’s pretty much all you can say about the results from 
Monday night’s game after the Carolina Hurricanes fell in 
overtime to the Toronto Maple Leafs in their first game since 
the All-Star break. 

The Canes dominated the majority of the game at even-
strength, with most of the lines easily outchancing their Leaf 
counterparts, but it’s hard to find success when the special 
teams battle is so lopsided. 

The Maple Leafs had four power play opportunities — 
scoring on one of them— while the Hurricanes had just one 
chance for about 11 seconds.  

It seemed like a blatantly lopsided affair, with multiple calls 
that could have easily gone the other way, but despite that, 
Carolina had their chances and just couldn’t capitalize on 
enough of them. 

The Hurricanes got on the board first as Ian Cole hit a 
streaking Nino Niederreiter with a cross-ice pass for an easy 
redirect goal. 

The Maple Leafs tied things up on the power play on a 
fortunate bounce after a net-front tip by John Tavares hit 
William Nylander in the thigh and dropped right behind 

Frederik Andersen for the tuck in — which was actually 
tapped in by Auston Matthews just before it crossed the line. 

Then, soon after, in the final minute of play in the second 
period, Matthews wired one home for his second goal of the 
night. It was a set play off a faceoff win with the chance 
culminating once Vincent Trocheck lost track of Matthews. 

But the Canes didn’t falter and off the opening draw at the 
start of the third period, Tony DeAngelo burst across the 
offensive blueline and whipped it past former Carolina 
netminder Petr Mrazek. 

Then halfway through the period, the Hurricanes came 
through again off of broken play. Originally intending to dump 
the puck in for a change, the puck took a fortunate hop into 
the air where the Toronto defenseman lost sight of it. This 
allowed the Canes to regain possession and it ended with 
Derek Stepan banging home a loose puck. 

Toronto mounted a hard push from there and after the Canes 
failed to clear the zone, Mitch Marner was left all alone in 
front of Andersen and he was able to easily put back a 
rebound to tie the game. 

Regulation couldn’t decide a winner so the teams went to 
overtime and Marner capped off the game after Andersen 
mishandled the puck under him. 

The Hurricanes will stay in Canada as they travel to Ottawa 
to face the Senators for the second half of a back-to-back on 
Tuesday at 7 p.m.
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They Said It: Brind’Amour, DeAngelo, Andersen after OT loss in Toronto 

The Hurricanes returned from the All-Star break with an 
overtime loss in Toronto Monday night.  

By Ryan Henkel and Alec_Sawyer  

The Carolina Hurricanes made their return from the All-Star 
break Monday night in Toronto, falling to the Maple Leafs 4-3 
in overtime.  

The game was the return to Toronto for Canes’ netminder 
Frederik Andersen, as he squared off against former 
Carolina goalie Petr Mrazek. The goals for the Canes came 
from Nino Niederreiter, Tony DeAngelo and Derek Stepan, 
with DeAngelo scoring just eight seconds into the third 
period.  

Following the loss, head coach Rod Brind’Amour, DeAngelo 
and Andersen met with the media via Zoom.  

Here is what they had to say: 

Rod Brind’Amour 

On if this was the type of game they needed to get going 
after the All-Star break: Yeah, it was a good game. I thought 
we played well. I’m not disappointed at all in our effort. 
Obviously we’d love the two points, but for not having any 
power plays I just felt like we created a lot of offense. 
Especially in the second period, where we had four or five 
breakaways, 2-on-1s that we just didn’t cash in on. It could 
have been a different game there. We took a breath on the 
one right at the end of the second period, and it’s in your net. 
That’s what these guys do. If you give these guys any room, 
forget about it. To come out in the third and have a chance to 
win, I thought it was great by our guys. 

On if he felt like DeAngelo was the difference maker in the 
game: Yeah, he was great. Solid. Making plays all over the 
place. He had a good game, no question about it.  

On the Canes’ lack of power plays: It’s always frustrating. I 
don’t know what to say about it. It does get frustrating. But 
we can’t talk about it every night. For whatever reason, it 
always seems like we’re getting less power plays every 
night. You think it would even out a little more. We had an 
opportunity to win that game. We took a breath on one and 
made a turnover on another, which we don’t normally do. 
Against this team you just can’t do that. Good lesson there. 

On the depth scoring: You have to have that. There’s going 
to be nights where your top guys, you can’t rely on them to 
score all the time. All the great teams have depth and no 
weaknesses. It’s very important.  

On the importance of late/early period goals: You don’t want 
last minute, but what about the middle minute? They all 
count the same. It’s all about how you handle it and look at it. 
We know that was a mess up. We don’t need to dwell on it. 
Get it back. I love how our guys fought back and gave 
ourselves a chance to win. 

On if he has any theories as to why the Canes don’t get 
many penalty calls: I’d love to have a conversation with you 
about it, but it’s not worth it. It’s not worth it for me. At the 
end of the day, we didn’t get any tonight. Maybe it might be 
different tomorrow. They got a power play goal. We needed 
to kill it. In the end, that’s the difference in the game. Tough 
loss that way, but it was a good game. I do give players 
credit on both teams. Those guys played hard tonight. I 
thought it was a good game.  

Tony DeAngelo 

On the leadup to his goal: It was kind of just a broken play off 
the faceoff there. It was going to [Slavin] and the winger 
jumper, so I jumped around him. It was a nice play by [Fast] 
actually. A little bump out. A lot of teams play man-to-man so 
sometimes if you get a lucky bounce you can get in. That’s 
all it was. A nice play by Fast and Slavin. 

On what he made of his team’s first game back from break: I 
thought we played real good. I thought we had a million 
chances to score goals that we didn’t capitalize on, but we 
still had three goals and plenty of chances to win. It was 
disappointing, but I think our effort was real good. I thought 
we played well and didn’t give them much, but they’re the 
type of team that when they get chances, they score. That’s 
kind of what happened. 

On the lack of power play opportunities: I thought there were 
plenty of times to make calls back the other way. You’re 
talking about all the hooks and trips that can get called all 
game on both teams, not just for us. Some of our stuff was 
deserved penalties, but we should have had a power play 
tonight for sure. 

Frederik Andersen 

On his thoughts on the loss: Obviously disappointed. I 
thought we played a really good game and I thought I had a 
good game up until that last little play that I mishandled. 
Obviously sucks giving them one of those that lost the game. 
Hurts a little bit, but I’m sure we’ll get over it and move on to 
the next one.  

On the play of the team in front of him: I thought they played 
really hard. The guys came after them and obviously they 
scored two late ones against us in the second, but we didn’t 
really dwell on that. We came right after them in the third and 
I thought the guys responded really well. We played a really 
good first period as well. 

On being back in Toronto and if he felt it impacted his game: 
Not too much. You see the energy in the building and it’s 
tough to get too emotional in these circumstances. Obviously 
it was nice of them to say, ‘Thanks for the time here.’ But 
moved on and focused on the game again. That’s a little bit 
weird, but the game eventually has to come first. It was back 
to focusing on that.
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Canes come up short in Toronto, fall 4-3 in OT  

By Bryan Pyrtle 

The Carolina Hurricanes stumbled out of the All-Star break in 
Toronto, dropping a point against the Maple Leafs in a 4-3 
overtime loss. Toronto capitalized on a bevy of quality 
chances to edge out the Canes, who were at least able to 
garner a point. 

Goaltender Frederik Andersen returned to ScotiaBank 
Arena, where he spent his previous five seasons with the 
Maple Leafs. Despite there being just 500 fans in the building 
due to attendance restrictions in Canada, Andersen was 
appreciative of the moment despite the disappointing result. 

“You see the energy in the building, I think it's tough to get 
too emotional in that in these certains circumstances,” 
Andersen said. “Obviously it was nice of them to say thanks 
for the time here. We moved on and focused on the game 
again. 

One of the biggest killers of the Canes’ momentum was its 
lack of power play chances. The Hurricanes’ power play, 
which ranks 10th in the league, had only one power play on 
the night. On the flip side, Toronto’s top-ranked power play 

unit accumulated four power plays, converting one into a 
goal. 

“At the end of the day, we didn't get any [power play goals] 
tonight,” said head coach Rod Brind’Amour. “Might be 
different tomorrow, but they got a power play goal we 
needed to kill it. In the end, that's the difference in the game.” 

One of the bright spots in an overall poor performance by 
Carolina was defenseman Tony DeAngelo. The blue-liner 
notched two third-period points, a goal and an assist, to keep 
the Canes afloat and eventually bring it to OT to salvage a 
point. 

“We had a million chances to score goals that we didn't 
capitalize on,” DeAngelo said. “We still had three and plenty 
of chances to win. Disappointing, but I think our effort was 
real good.” 

Coming out of the All-Star break, Carolina will have to pick 
itself up quickly to maintain its pace in the Eastern 
Conference playoff race. The Hurricanes get a chance to 
quickly turn it around with a trip to Ottawa to take on the 
Senators on Feb. 8. Puck drops at 7 p.m.
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Frederik Andersen set for Toronto return as Canes begin NHL stretch run 
on the road 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER 

UPDATED FEBRUARY 07, 2022 8:12 AM 

 

After an enjoyable few days in Las Vegas for the NHL All-Star Game, 
Rod Brind’Amour was back in Raleigh at 6 a.m. Sunday, and soon back 
at work. 

Starting Monday, the Carolina Hurricanes (31-9-2) play four road games 
in six days, opening with a back-to-back set against Toronto and Ottawa. 

And they’ll do it without forward Jesperi Kotkaniemi, who entered the 
COVID-19 protocol Sunday. 

“We’ll be jumping right back into it,” Brind’Amour said Sunday after a 
practice at the Wake Competition Center. “We’ve got to be ready to go 
and it will be a race to the finish.” 

Brind’Amour coached the Metropolitan Division team to victory Saturday 
in the All-Star Game, saying it was the first “no-pressure” situation he has 
experienced as a head coach. 

“It’s an easy job when you don’t have to worry, really, about the 
outcome,” he said, grinning. 

There was a financial incentive for the players. Canes center Sebastian 
Aho and goalie Frederik Andersen were on the winning Metro team, 
which split the $1 million payoff — Aho also got a winning All-Star share 
in 2019. 

Andersen and Aho were not at the Sunday afternoon practice that was 
conducted by Brind’Amour, and forward Steven Lorentz was to join the 
team in Toronto. The Canes had 10 forwards and seven defensemen on 
the ice, with goalie Antti Raanta and equipment manager Jorge Alves 
working the nets. 

ANDERSEN’S TORONTO RETURN 

Andersen, who started twice in the three-on-three competition, must be 
hoping to keep riding the wave Monday against the Maple Leafs (29-10-
3). It will be his return game to Toronto and Scotiaback Arena after the 
Canes’ Jan. 3 game in Toronto was postponed because of COVID-19 
issues and rescheduled for the post All-Star startup. 

Carolina Hurricanes’ Justin Williams (14) scores against Toronto Maple 
Leafs goalie Frederik Andersen, of Denmark, while Kasperi Kapanen 
(24), of Finland, defends during the second period of an NHL hockey 
game in Raleigh, N.C., Tuesday, Dec. 11, 2018. Gerry Broome AP 

Andersen spent five seasons with the Maple Leafs, winning 149 games, 
before leaving after last season to sign as a free agent with the 

Hurricanes. He was arguably the Canes’ MVP in the first half of his first 
season with Carolina, and is among the NHL leaders with 24 wins, a 2.01 
goals-against average and .929 save percentage despite missing some 
time in the COVID protocol. 

Andersen should get a warm reception from Leafs fans, and if he starts 
could be opposed by goalie Jack Campbell, an All-Star selection for the 
Leafs who played for the Atlantic Division in Las Vegas. Then again, it 
could be Petr Mrazek getting the start for Toronto against his former 
team. 

FIRST GAME IN TORONTO SINCE ... DAVID AYRES? 

It will be the Canes’ first regular-season game against the Maple Leafs in 
Toronto since Feb. 22, 2020, when an emergency backup goalie became 
one of the league’s biggest stories. After Canes goalies James Reimer 
and then Mrazek were injured, David Ayres entered the game late in the 
second period and played well enough in net for the Canes to win 6-3 
and Ayres to become a folk hero. 

A side story: Andersen was the guy in net for the Maple Leafs that night, 
making 41 saves. 

But Andersen is now looking to turn what has been a very good Canes 
season into a special season. After appearing in 30 of their first 42 
games, he’ll continue to share the net with Raanta and both should get 
plenty of work down the stretch. 

LONG HOME STRETCH 

The Canes played 68 games in 2019-20 before the pandemic put an end 
to the regular season. The 2021 regular season was condensed to 56 
games because of the pandemic. But it’s back to the 82-game schedule 
this season, with the physical and mental grind that goes with it. 

“It’s a long climb,” Canes captain Jordan Staal said Sunday. “But it’s 
good. It’s good to have the regular season back with fans back in the 
buildings again and all that fun stuff.” 

Staal said he spent the All-Star break with his family in Florida, taking the 
kids to Disney, resting up for what’s to come. Many of his teammates 
also got out of town for a few days, but were back at it Sunday. 

“Maybe since we haven’t played 82 (games) in forever now all of a 
sudden it’s, ‘Wow, we’re only halfway done,’” Brind’Amour said. “It does 
feel like we should be gearing up for the playoffs but we’ve got to finish a 
whole slate of games here. You try to stay focused just on tomorrow and 
that game. It’s too much to think about.” 

CAROLINA HURRICANES VS TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS 

When: Monday, 7 p.m. 

Where: Scotiabank Arena, Toronto. 

TV/RADIO: Bally Sports South, WCMC-99.9 FM 
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GARRIOCH: Matt Murray backs Senators to win over the Devils 

 

Bruce Garrioch 

 

The Ottawa Senators hit the halfway mark Monday night on a high note. 

The Senators should tip their caps to goaltender Matt Murray because 
without his standout 32-save effort, it could have been a whole lot worse 
as the club scored a 4-1 victory over the New Jersey Devils. 

Yes, there were only 500 people in the stands in the at Canadian Tire 
Centre, but at least they sent those patrons home happy as the club 
opened a four-game home stand that will wrap up Saturday against the 
Boston Bruins. 

Forwards Connor Brown, Nick Paul and Adam Gaudette along with 
defenceman Nick Holden did the scoring as the Senators moved their 
home record to 8-11-3 while Murray continued to show the kind of form 
Ottawa expected. 

Making a return after missing three weeks with a broken jaw, Brown — 
wearing a half-shield to protect the area — scored his sixth of the season 
at 11:58 of the third to give the Senators a much-needed three-goal 
cushion. 

Brown picked up a rebound and went top shelf with the Devils pushing to 
get back into this and Murray maintaining the lead for the Senators. 

“He was the reason we won that game,” said Holden. “I don’t the first two 
periods we played very good. We gave them a lot of opportunities but 
(Murray) was there to shut down, to make sure we had the lead and kept 
it. 

“Coming out of the break that’s not the way we wanted to start. I thought 
the third period was more our style. (Murray) he kept us in the game, he 
kind of stole that and you’re going to need that throughout the year.” 

The Devils have been hit hard by injuries and were without top centre 
Jack Hughes. He tested positive for COVID-19 after participating in the 
all-star festivities on the weekend and didn’t make the trip here. 

With five games in seven days this week, the Senators have their work 
cut out for them in the second half of the season. The club will play a lot 
of games in a short amount of time and this was an opponent Ottawa 
needed to be wary about. 

New Jersey came into this game with only one win its past 10 games and 
had lost six straight. The Senators were also bolstered by the returns of 
centre Dylan Gambrell and defenceman Nikita Zaitsev from injuries. 

The Devils started rookie goalie Nico Dawes, who was making only his 
third appearance this season, with MacKenzie Blackwood out indefinitely 
and backup Jonathan Bernier done for the year. 

“Murray was great. Let’s be honest, I thought we turned a lot of pucks 
over, but Murray was there at every turn,” said coach D.J. Smith. “It’s to 
be expected, we just came back and the mentality of how you have to 
play to win in the NHL probably wasn’t as sharp as we’d like it to be.” 

The decision to start Murray was no surprise and he moved his record to 
5-0-2 in his last seven games. 

His game has been one of the biggest improvements for this team in the 
last five weeks and the club needs him to be strong. Murray came into 
this night without a loss in regulation since the Senators dropped a 6-0 
decision to the Toronto Maple Leafs on Jan. 1 on the road. 

He had to hold the Senators in this one until they got their legs under 
them in the second and luckily Murray did. They were completely 
outplayed by the Devils, but found a way to pull out to a 3-1 lead after 
two periods. 

They had talked a lot before the game about creating scoring chances, 
but the club hadn’t had many when it struck for two goals in a span of 
nine seconds to take a 3-1 lead in the second period. 

Gaudette, who has been given an opportunity to suit up because of 
injuries, fired it by Dawes at 8:03 of the second on the stick side to open 
up the two-goal lead. That was Gaudette’s first goal in 10 games and he 
has done a good job lately. 

For the first time since 2016, Holden scored in two straight games. He 
gave the Senators a 2-1 lead when his shot from the pint found its way 
through Dawes at 7:54 with rookie Mark Kastelic providing a screen in 
front. 

Kastelic picked up his first NHL point with an assist. 

“The two goals (in nine seconds) were huge,” said Paul. “That’s the 
game, it’s about momentum and sometimes it just goes that way. You 
shoot the puck and two great plays end up in the back of the net. 

“From there, you just keep getting forward and you don’t change the 
game plan and good things will happen.” 

The Senators were tied 1-1 after 20 minutes after being outshot 10-6 by 
the Devils. Paul’s ninth of the season, tied a career high, erased the 
club’s 1-0 deficit at 16:51 of the period. 

A questionable boarding penalty to Zaitsev allowed New Jersey to get on 
the board first. After winning the faceoff in the Ottawa zone on the power 
play, Nico Hischier tipped a shot from the point through Murray at 11:48. 

The home stand will continue Tuesday with the Carolina Hurricanes in 
town. 
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SNAPSHOTS: Drake Batherson is determined to play again this season 

 

Bruce Garrioch 

 

Drake Batherson is back on his own two feet. 

The crutches and the walking boot that helped the Ottawa Senators 
winger get around after he suffered a high ankle sprain Jan. 25 against 
the Buffalo Sabres are gone, but the timeline for Batherson’s return 
hasn’t changed. 

Meeting with the local media for the first time since he took a cheap shot 
from Buffalo goalie Aaron Dell, the club’s leading scorer wore a wide 
smile and is confident he’ll suit up with the Senators in late March or 
early April. 

“I’m feeling really good and I’m surprised where I’m at, honestly,” 
Batherson said before the club hosted the New Jersey Devils. “I’ve been 
walking normally for the last five days now. 

“The trainers are saying I’m one of the quickest guys they’ve ever seen 
walking. I’m drinking my milk and getting healthy.” 

Batherson has been at practice most days while recovering. 

When the injury happened, doctors gave Batherson a timeline of six to 
eight weeks to return. He’d like to start skating in the next couple of 
weeks, but he has talked to players who have been through this before 
and they’ve cautioned him setbacks can happen. 

“They tell you that you’ll feel great then you can step on the ice, hit a rut 
and just tweak it a little bit and it’ll come back,” Batherson said. “I’ll take it 
slow, but I’m feeling really good and, hopefully, I’ll be able to get on the 
ice in the next couple of weeks just to go for a little skate.” 
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Dell was given a three-game suspension by the NHL’s department of 
player safety for his unnecessary hit on Batherson as he was chasing a 
Buffalo defender around the net and there has been no apology for those 
actions. 

“It was an unfortunate play,” Batherson said. “What happened, 
happened. I’m looking forward. I can’t go back and change it now. I’m 
happy with where I’m at. I honestly thought I’d still be in a boot and on 
crutches but to be able to walk around the last five days has been 
awesome. 

“I haven’t heard from (Dell). It’s a fast game out there and things happen 
pretty quick and it’s unfortunate play. I’m dying to be out there. It sucks 
watching but I’ll be back soon.” 

Instead of travelling to Las Vegas with his family to participate in the NHL 
all-star weekend, Batherson was in Ottawa spending time with 
teammates Dylan Gambrell and Josh Norris. 

Captain Brady Tkachuk, the club’s representative for the Atlantic Division 
team, did bring back all-star hats for his teammates. 

“It was a little disappointing,” Batherson admitted when asked about 
missing the weekend. “It looked like a blast. It was done really well in 
Vegas and it looked really high end. It was fun to watch.” 

If all goes well, Batherson will play the final month, but he knows he won’t 
be close to 100%. Some have told him it may be a full calendar year 
before he feels completely confident in the ankle again. That’s why you 
hear all the time an actual break can be better. 

“I would love to be back end of March or early April. That’s what I’m 
looking forward to but all it takes is a little tweak to come back. It will 
probably linger on for close to a year. That’s what I’ve heard from guys 
but I’ll still be able to play,” Batherson said. 

“Right now, I’m just itching to get on the ice just to see where I’m at 
because I’m feeling good and I’m walking around and I had a little jog. I’d 
love to get on the ice and just see where I’m at but it’s going to be a 
couple of more weeks before that happens.” 

ON THE MEND 

Norris will be out at least another two weeks with a shoulder ailment that 
forced him to miss his fourth straight game Monday. 

The second opinion he had on the injury he suffered when slammed into 
the boards against the Carolina Hurricanes last week came back with the 
same diagnosis the Ottawa doctors had originally given. 

Everything with the shoulder is structurally sound, but Norris needs time 
for it to heal before coming back. He wanted the second opinion from a 
doctor in Michigan because he was the one who conducted a procedure 
on the shoulder in 2019 and wanted reassurance everything is going to 
be OK. 

“We’re going to let it settle down and it will be at least couple of weeks,” 
coach D.J. Smith said. “We’re not going to rush him if he’s not 1,000%. 
He’s a huge part of the future and we’re not going to chance it by any 
stretch of the imagination.” 

THE LAST WORDS 

University of North Dakota D Jake Sanderson remains in isolation in a 
hotel in Los Angeles, but could get clearance to travel to Beijing in the 
next 24 hours. 

The Senators’ No. 5 overall pick in the 2020 draft has tested negative for 
COVID-19 three straight days and had his final test Monday. If all goes 
well, he’s scheduled to leave Wednesday on a charter with other Team 
USA athletes that are headed overseas to take part in the Games. 

Sanderson tested positive when the American team met in Los Angeles 
to head to Beijing last week. He was left behind to isolate and as a result 
of the positive test won’t suit up against China on Thursday, but should 
be in the lineup against Canada on Friday. 
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GAME NIGHT: Devils at Senators 

 

Bruce Garrioch Publishing date:Feb 07, 2022  

 

NEW JERSEY DEVILS 15-25-5 at OTTAWA SENATORS 14-22-4 

Monday:  7 p.m., Canadian Tire Centre 

TV: Sportsnet One Radio:  TSN 1200-AM, Unique 94.5 FM 

POINTS LEADERS 

NEW JERSEY DEVILS 

GP G A PT PLUS/MINUS 

Jesper Bratt 42 14 27 41 Even 

Jack Hughes 28 12 15 27 -12 

Andreas Johnsson 43 11 14 25 -1 

OTTAWA SENATORS 

Drake Batherson 31 13 21 34 +4 

Brady Tkachuk 37 12 18 30 +5 

Josh Norris 36 18 8 26 -2 

SPECIAL TEAMS 

New Jersey: PP 16.3% 27th; PK 82% 12th 

Ottawa: PP 18.4% 22nd; PK 80.7% 13th 

WHY WATCH? Senators return from all-star break 

Ottawa will kick off a busy stretch to finish the season with 42 games in 
81 days starting with this visit by the Devils. The Senators will play five 
games in seven days, including two back-to-backs with Carolina 
Hurricanes in town Tuesday. The club won’t have a lot of time for 
practice and the challenge is to try to show more consistency. 

THREE THINGS ABOUT THE DEVILS 

Devils centre Jack Hughes had a big weekend in Las Vegas, with two 
goals and an assist in the all-star event, but he was placed in COVID-19 
protocol Sunday and won’t play Monday. He was a contender for the 
MVP but that went to teammate Claude Giroux of the Flyers. Hughes 
missed 17 games earlier this season with a upper-body injury. His 
absence is a big loss for the Devils. 

This will be the second time Ottawa has faced the Devils this season. 
The Senators scored a 3-2 shootout win over New Jersey at the 
Prudential Center on Dec. 6. Josh Norris, sidelined with a shoulder injury 
now, scored the winner in the skills contest to secure the win for the 
Senators. With back-to-back games, expect Matt Murray to make the 
start. 

It has been a massive struggle for the Devils. New Jersey has lost 10 of 
its last 12, including the last six straight. The Devils were outscored 13-5 
in back-to-back losses to the Maple Leafs before the break. The club is 
without top goalie Mackenzie Blackwood. John Gillies is 1-6-1 in nine 
appearances with a 3.42 goals-against average and an .894 save-
percentage. 
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Jeremy Swayman gets Tuesday start as Tuukka Rask remains in idle for 
Bruins 

 

By Julian Benbow Globe Staff,Updated February 7, 2022, 6:37 p.m. 

 

The status of goalie Tuukka Rask is no clearer now than it was before 
the Bruins broke for the NHL’s All-Star break a week ago. 

Rask missed the final four games before the break due to what head 
coach Bruce Cassidy described as a “setback” in his return from 
offseason hip surgery. The Bruins open up the second half Tuesday 
against the Pittsburgh Penguins, but they will be without Rask for at least 
another week, Cassidy said. 

Rask wasn’t on the ice Monday at Warrior Ice Arena and isn’t expected 
to practice the rest of the week. As the Bruins make the march toward 
the postseason, how Rask fits in, Cassidy said, is up to the 34-year-old. 

“That’ll be his call, obviously,” Cassidy said. “He’s the one who kind of 
fighting through some medical issues, I guess, or some body issues for 
his age with the comeback. So see how it turns out.” 

With Rask still recovering, Jeremy Swayman will rejoin the NHL roster 
and start Tuesday. Rask’s comeback last month squeezed the rookie off 
the roster and back to AHL Providence on Jan. 12. 

“I think it was more of an opportunity to get better mentally, physically. 
Working on my game,” Swayman said. “So I don’t want to make it a 
negative thing at all. I think there’s a lot of positives that came out of it 
and I’m just so excited to be back up here with the team.” 

He used the time in Providence productively, fine-tuning parts of his 
game pointed out to him by Bruins goaltending coach Bob Essensa, 
specifically puck play, rebound control, and seeing through traffic. In five 
games, Swayman went 3-2 with a 2.18 goals-against average and a .911 
save percentage. 

He stopped 26 of 27 shots Saturday against the Wilkes-Barre/Scranton 
Penguins, his most recent outing. 

“Going down there and getting the playing time and seeing plays develop 
more, I would make a save that I might not have made a week or two 
before I got sent down just because I’ve learned and got the games 
under my belt,” Swayman said. 

“It was good for him,” said Cassidy, who tentatively has Ullmark starting 
Thursday against Carolina. “He played a little more than we probably 
thought . . . I think a lot of teams will allow their No. 1 [goalie] out of the 
break to have a few extra days. It’s not a bad time, especially in our 
situation with Sway being able to go to Providence. He’s got some recent 
work and needs his start as well. So kind of fell into our lap that way.” 

Erik Haula healthy 

Just as Erik Haula was getting comfortable on the second line with Taylor 
Hall and David Pastrnak, COVID broke his stride. Haula, who entered 
league protocols on Jan. 30, returned Monday and is cleared to play. 
“Unfortunately, he got COVID when things were going well for him but 
right now, knock on wood, not affected by it,” Cassidy said. “So hopefully 
he doesn’t miss a beat going back in there.” Before his bout with the 
virus, Haula had his most productive month of the season, posting a 4-
7—11 line in January after scoring just one goal with four assists the first 
three months. Cassidy said there was some confidence in playing Haula, 
a nine-year veteran, with two talented wings, but he wasn’t sure it would 
work as well as it has. “We didn’t know how it would play out, honestly,” 
Cassidy said. “The conversation was, to Erik, ‘You’ve got to go in and 
make sure you’re a 200-foot player. These guys are going to be creative. 

They’re going to make plays, they’re winners. They’re used to having a 
center. Pasta, for sure, has had a Selke guy beside them for years. So 
let’s make sure you’re taking care of some of that dirty work. The offense 
should fall in your lap a little bit if you’re in the right spots as well.’ He 
bought into it right away” . . . Urho Vaakanainen did not practice Monday. 
He needed facial repairs as a result of being checked into the glass from 
behind last week by Seattle center Yanni Gourde. Cassidy said he’ll see 
how he’s progressed by Tuesday . . . Trent Frederic and Nick Foligno 
practiced and should be available for the Penguins. 
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Bruins Notebook: Tuukka Rask’s future remains cloudy 

 

By STEVE CONROY | PUBLISHED: February 7, 2022 at 6:10 p.m. | 
UPDATED: February 7, 2022 at 6:39 p.m. 

 

The Bruins begin their re-entry into the brutal, every-other-night NHL 
schedule from the All-Star break with the Pittsburgh Penguins on 
Tuesday night at the Garden. When — or, more importantly, if — the B’s 
all-time winningest goalie rejoins them in the second half of the season is 
anyone’s guess. 

After a five-day break, the B’s returned to practice at Warrior Ice Arena 
on Monday and Tuukka Rask was not among the players skating. The 
last time he was seen on the ice was on Jan. 26 when he backed up 
Linus Ullmark in Colorado. What’s more, coach Bruce Cassidy said that 
Rask will not practice this week and that there will be an update later this 
week or early next week. 

Cassidy was asked whether the 34-year-old Rask at a crossroads in his 
thinking about whether he wants to continue this comeback attempt. 

“That’ll be his call, obviously. He’s the one fighting some medical issues 
or body issues for his age with the comeback so we’ll see how it turns 
out,” said Cassidy. 

It’s tough to find anything promising in that. And while it may be Rask’s 
call right now, if this lingers much longer then the team might have to 
make the call. With less 39 games to go, the B’s are running out of 
runway to determine whether Rask can regain the form that made him 
one of the best goalies in the league over the past decade. 

After that Colorado game, Rask was scratched for Arizona game on Jan. 
28. His last game was his worst of the four games he started, a 5-3 loss 
to the Anaheim Ducks on Jan. 24 in which he allowed a bad shorthanded 
goal and a couple more goals against that were iffy. 

Coming out of that game, he was experiencing some lower body 
discomfort but both he and the team felt he’d be able to make his next 
start, either in Arizona or Dallas. But shortly before the Arizona game, 
Troy Grosenick was activated from the practice squad and Jeremy 
Swayman was recalled from Providence. Grosenick backed up Ullmark in 
Arizona and Swayman, who had been sent to the AHL when Rask had 
been activated, backed up and later played the Dallas blowout. With only 
one remaining before the break, Rask was shut down until after the 
break, when it was hoped there would be more clarity. That has not 
happened and the waiting game continues. 

Swayman, meanwhile, will get his first start with Boston since absorbing 
the loss against Minnesota on Jan. 6. He is 8-6-2 with a .916 save 
percentage 

Swayman was the odd-man out because he did not require waivers to be 
sent to Providence, but he’d been playing well, improving his rebound 
control that had given him a little bit of trouble. 
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In five games in Providence, the last of which was over the weekend, he 
was 3-2 with a .911 save percentage and 2.18 GAA. As is his way, 
Swayman tried to make the best of the situation. 

“It was more of an opportunity to get better, mentally, physically, working 
on my game. I don’t want to make it a negative thing at all. I think there 
are a lot of positives that came out of it and I’m just so excited to be back 
up here with the team,” said Swayman. 

If Rask cannot make it back, it would surely be a difficult way for it to end 
for him. He had said upon signing his one-year deal with the B’s that, if 
he had chosen to retire, then he probably would not have bothered with 
the surgery. He could have lived a normal life without the surgery but, to 
play goalie at the NHL level, he needed to go under the knife. That alone 
might suggest he’d keep pushing to make it back until he runs out of 
time. 

But if Rask can’t make it back, then the B’s goaltending is in better shape 
with Ullmark and Swayman than one might have thought through the first 
two months of the season. Ullmark in particular has looked like the No. 1 
goalie he was hoped to be when he was signed to a four-year, $20 
million contact in the offseason, posting a 9-1-1 record since January 1. 

“I think he’s been more under control,” said Cassidy. “There was the third 
goal in Dallas that was a little scruffy…but I think he’s been recovering 
better post-to-post and outside those dead areas, (goalie coach Bob 
Essensa) calls them. Rebound control has been better, putting pucks in 
better places. The stuff around the front of the net, there’s been less of 
that…I think all those things have improved since October, November.” 

Considering the uncertainty surrounding Rask, the B’s can only hope 
they’ll be seeing more of the Ullmark-Swayman postgame celebratory 
hugs. 

This and that 

Urho Vaakanainen, who suffered facial injuries when he was rammed 
face-first into the glass by Seattle’s Yanni Gourde last week, did not 
practice on Monday and is out for Tuesday. … 

Nick Foligno and Trent Frederic continued to work their way back and 
both could be available as soon as Tuesday. Cassidy said he probably 
would not insert both of them into the lineup at the same time. 

“Foligno was out less time so he’s probably the more prepared guy to 
play,” said Cassidy. … 

Evgeni Malkin, who has 13 points in the 12 games since returning from a 
knee injury, entered COVID protocol and will not be available for the 
Penguins. 
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Boston Bruins Shut Down Rask For Rest Of Week 

 

Published 13 hours ago on February 7, 2022By Joe Haggerty  

 

BRIGHTON, MA – There was no sign of Tuukka Rask with the Boston 
Bruins when the team reconvened practice after the NHL All-Star break 
to get ready for the second half of the season. The 34-year-old 
goaltender was shut down in the final days leading up to All-Star 
weekend with a lower body issue and now won’t be practicing at all this 
week as the hockey club is moving forward with rookie Jeremy Swayman 
and Linus Ullmark for the time being. 

Boston Bruins head coach Bruce Cassidy vaguely alluded to physical 
issues with a goalie in Rask that’s definitely middle-aged in terms of his 

NHL playing age and said there might be more news at some point next 
week. 

“He’s not on the ice today. He won’t be practicing this week, so we’ll 
update at the end of the week or early next week,” said Cassidy. “That’s 
where he’s at right now. We’ll see where it goes from there. He’s kind of 
fighting through some medical issues, I guess, or body issues for his age 
with the comeback. So we’ll see how it turns out.” 

Rask has obviously struggled since coming back with a 2-2-0 record 
along with a 4.28 goals against average and .844 save percentage, and 
informed the Bruins he was having some kind of physical discomfort after 
a rough loss to the Ducks where he gave up five goals on 27 shots. 
There were chants of “We Want Swayman” in the Garden that night 
during a rough outing all-around for the winningest goaltender in Boston 
Bruins franchise history. 

It remains to be seen what the next move might be for Rask, but an AHL 
conditioning assignment would make a lot of sense if/when he comes 
back given that he hasn’t played or practice in almost two weeks at this 
point. 

Instead, the Boston Bruins will have Swayman start on Tuesday night 
against the Pittsburgh Penguins after he played a tune-up game 
(stopping 26-of-27 shots in a 2-1 overtime win over the Wilkes-Barre 
Scranton Penguins) for the Providence Bruins last weekend and Ullmark 
is expected to start on Thursday night against the Carolina Hurricanes. 

In other health news, Urho Vaakanainen (upper body) is still out after 
being on the receiving end of a nasty boarding hit from Yanni Gourde 
that left him with some facial injuries and what’s suspected to be a 
concussion. Both Trent Frederic and Nick Foligno were full practice 
participants on Monday with the rest of a full Boston Bruins group and 
should be lineup options for the Black and Gold against the Penguins 
provided they made it healthy through practice. 
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Bruins’ Brad Marchand working to turn a one-time weakness into a 
strength, become ‘more of a threat’ on power play 

 

By Fluto Shinzawa Feb 7, 2022  

 

On Jan. 20, prior to the Bruins’ home game against Washington, only 
four forwards participated in an optional morning skate at Warrior Ice 
Arena. Brad Marchand was one of them. 

At the conclusion of the session, Marchand set up in the right circle at the 
west end of the rink. Assistant Chris Kelly sent his ex-teammate puck 
after puck. Marchand one-timed each of them on net. 

The one-timer is David Pastrnak’s most dangerous scoring tool. The 
same cannot be said for Marchand. It has produced just one of his 21 
goals in 2021-22: a Jan. 6 power-play strike against Minnesota off a 
Patrice Bergeron setup: 

Marchand’s strength is the wrist shot, usually while in motion. He has 
used it to score 15 of this season’s goals. 

“I never worked on it growing up,” said Marchand of the slap shot. “I was 
always practicing walking off the wall and taking a snap shot or a wrist 
shot. That’s just what my tendency’s been in the league.” 

That may change. 

Preference for length 
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Opponents do not often succeed at stripping Marchand of the puck. He is 
strong. He has a low center of gravity. One of his signature moves is 
initiating contact and using his body to protect the puck. 

Marchand also plays with a long stick. 

The 5-foot-9 left wing has always been one of the league’s shorter 
players. To compensate for his height, he figured a longer stick would 
help him keep the puck away from enemies. He got used to it. 

Not only did it encourage more protective puckhandling, a longer stick 
may have helped him score goals. The way Marchand sees it, goalies 
lining up to be square to his shot found themselves off their spots when 
he snapped off pucks from a different location than they expected. 

Marchand’s growth into the best all-around left wing in the business 
signals that he’s done little wrong in terms of his equipment. He 
acknowledges, however, that playing with a longer stick — Warrior is his 
preferred brand — can discourage slap-shot and one-time efficiency. 

Pastrnak loads up his one-timer and releases it with quickness and 
accuracy. His process is perfect, from the quickness of his windup to the 
power with which he strikes the puck. 

In comparison, it takes longer for Marchand to wind up. He is not as 
accurate as Pastrnak when he hits the puck. From his windup to his 
follow-through, Marchand looks like he’s working harder than he should. 
One skills coach gently described his technique as “unique.” 

The teammates’ strengths and weaknesses show in the results. Since 
2009-10, the NHL has tracked shots by type. Here’s how Marchand and 
Pastrnak have accumulated slap shots, which are required to deliver 
one-timers: 

Pastrnak, 2021-22 

188 

44 

23.4% 

Marchand, 2021-22 

114 

4 

3.5% 

Pastrnak, career 

1,587 

346 

21.8% 

Marchand, career 

2,099 

70 

3.3% 

Forty-one active players have accumulated 2,000 or more shots since 
the league tracked them by type. Marchand has the fewest slap shots of 
this cohort. Shea Weber, technically still active, has the most (1,149). 

Marchand has taken 1,657 wrist and snap shots, which is 78.9 percent of 
his total. Only Phil Kessel (88.5 percent) and Taylor Hall (79.8) have 
taken higher percentages of wrist and snap shots. 

“I think he’s lived with his wrist shot and his quick release most of his 
career, coming in off the wing,” coach Bruce Cassidy said. “He’s a guy 
that initiates contact. If you look at Brad, most of his goals, he’s not 
hanging — I don’t want to say in the weeds, because I wouldn’t put Pasta 
or Bergy in that category. Bergy’s a high-slot, quick-release guy. They 

know where to find him. Pasta’s more the elbow. Marsh will shoot it. But I 
think in general, he’s the guy in front of the net, making the plays to the 
two righties.” 

Cassidy has designed his power play to optimize Marchand’s playmaking 
touch. From his usual spot on the right-side half-boards, Marchand has 
three one-time options available: Bergeron in the bumper, Pastrnak at 
the left circle and Charlie McAvoy at the point. The Bruins are No. 4 in 
the league in power-play efficiency (26.4 percent). 

There may come a time, however, that opponents deny Bergeron and 
Pastrnak their quick-strike opportunities. They may prefer to give 
Marchand shooting lanes because of his reluctance to one-time pucks. 
Marchand acknowledges this may become the case. Thus the extra 
practice. 

“Now I’m seeing the advantage of having a good one-timer,” Marchand 
said. “From the tops of the circles and in close, I’m fine. But it’s out 
further that I think it can be beneficial to our power play. Open up Bergy, 
Pasta and Chucky a little more if I’m more of a threat. It’s just another 
one of those things where, at this level, you have to continually find ways 
to improve and add different things to your game that can keep you 
relevant in the game.” 

Improvement required 

Marchand’s stick is shorter than when he first busted into the league. It 
still has room for reduction. He plans to continue cutting it down. 

“I think there’s other advantages to having a shorter stick — one that fits 
me a little better — one-timer being one,” Marchand said. “Being able to 
handle the puck better in tight.” 

An equipment adjustment will only go so far. Practice will be even more 
critical. 

But this has always been something Marchand has enjoyed. Earlier in his 
career, he was regularly one of the last players off the ice at practice. He 
cited wall work as one of the techniques he regularly practiced, along 
with ex-Bruin Gregory Campbell, well after most of his teammates had hit 
the showers. 

“He’s worked on everything in his career to get better at it,” Cassidy said. 
“If he feels like he’s the open guy at times and needs to get that shot off 
quicker, develop a better one-timer, then he’ll work at it. That’s one thing 
he’s not afraid of: hard work.” 
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Quality over quantity. Canada women teach Team USA a lesson in 4-2 
pool play win 

Despite being outshot 53-27, the Canadians did more with their 
opportunities to top the United States in the final matchup of the 
preliminary round. But bigger games loom. 

 

La Velle E. Neal III  

 

BEIJING — It has been dastardly, diabolical and darn impressive what 
Canada had done in the Olympic women's hockey tournament leading 
into Tuesday's game against Team USA. 

The Canadiens entered the game outscoring opponents 29-3 while 
winning their first three games of Group A. They then pulled off another 
impressive feat on Tuesday at the Wueksong Sports Center. 
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During these Olympics, I have covered my first curling match, have 
witnessed alpine skiing for the first time and now have covered a hockey 
game in which a team won 4-2 despite being outshot 53-27. 

Regardless of what Canada did to make scoring tough on Team USA on 
Tuesday, there had to be plenty of Grade A scoring chances out of the 
volume of 53. 

"No," forward Hilary Knight said, "because we didn't win, right?" 

Knight knows what USA's offense is capable of and expects to produce 
more quality chances as the tournament moves into the quarterfinals 
round. 

"I see how good we are at shooting," she said, "so I can't wait for it to sort 
of fall in when we get into game atmosphere." 

Team USA outshot Canada 16-5 in the first period as it carried much of 
the play. The line of Grace Zumwinkle, Kelly Pannek and Dani 
Cameranesi dominated all night. Zumwinkle drove to the net six minutes 
in but had her shot stopped. 

Abbey Murphy had a great look with 10 minutes left but her shot missed 
the mark. 

Then Caroline Harvey was called for crosschecking, and everything 
changed. Just 36 seconds later, Brianne Jenner took a feed from Sarah 
Fillier and flipped a shot over the shoulder of USA goaltender Maddie 
Rooney. Team USA had just won a faceoff in its own end but turned the 
puck over trying to clear the zone. Not good while on the power play. 
Canada led 1-0 at the first intermission. 

"We didn't execute some plays that normally we execute defensively," 
USA coach Joel Johnson said. "And almost every time that happened, it 
ended up in the back of our net, and so there's no excuses, just finding 
solutions." 

Canada goalkeeper Ann-Renee Desbiens (35) blocked a shot as Hilary 
Knight (21) watched for the rebound. 

Five goals were scored in the second period. Team USA led 2-1 after a 
goal by Cameranesi, which was inevitable, and the latest by Alex 
Carpenter. Then the USA defense broke down. 

Jenner scored a power play goal to tie the game. Then Natalie Spooner, 
who was a handful all night, got loose near the corner and fed Jamie Lee 
Rattray, who was unchecked in front of Mooney and scored for a 3-2 
Canada lead. These are things the USA defense needs to clean up. 

Known pain-in-the-breezers Marie-Philip Poulin made it 4-2 when she 
stuffed a penalty shot by Mooney after a questionable slashing call on a 
breakaway. 

Team USA faced Canada at noon Beijing time on Tuesday, allowing the 
late night hockey fans back home to tune in around 10 p.m. The team 
joked that it had graduated from playing at 9 p.m. local time, which they 
did during their first three games of Group A play. 

"You're getting back to the village at, you know, 1:30-2 a.m.," Knight said. 
"So you feel like you went clubbing all night." 

So they played on Tuesday, Monday back home. Viewers probably were 
troubled by some of the things they saw. 

But it's all correctible. Clear the zone when you win a faceoff on the 
penalty kill. Don't expect the international game to be called the way you 
are used to. 

Bury your chances. 

Also keep in mind that, four years ago, Canada defeated USA in team 
play. The USA stepped up in the gold medal game to win in a shootout. 

Tuesday's game was a matchup of two teams with plenty of speed, skill 
and savvy. But it was just a group play game. The teams are expected to 
run it back in a few days when something bigger is on the line. 
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At 664 pounds of skating speed, Wild's line of bruisers 'do everything' 

Jordan Greenway, Joel Eriksson Ek and Marcus Foligno are a trio teams 
hate to play against.  

 

By Sarah McLellan Star Tribune FEBRUARY 7, 2022 — 6:47PM 

 

Each player has an alias. 

Jordan Greenway is "Greener," Joel Eriksson Ek "Ekker" and Marcus 
Foligno doubles as "Moose." 

The Wild linemates, however, haven't christened their partnership with a 
nickname. 

"We'll leave that up to the fans," Foligno said. 

But the trio does have a reputation. 

"People hate our line," Foligno said, "and they hate playing against us." 

Forward lines in the NHL have long been assigned specific roles, from 
scorers and sparkplugs to checkers and match-up artists. 

What's unique about Greenway, Eriksson Ek and Foligno is that they 
specialize in all areas instead of just one, a jack-of-all-trades combination 
that is one of the most dominant in the NHL — apparently to the chagrin 
of the opposition. 

"They do a little bit of everything," coach Dean Evason said. "They play 
on the offensive side. They're all skilled. They can score. They're all 
physical. They're all defensively aware. They all kill penalties. They all 
play on the power play. 

"They do everything." 

How it started 

Although they didn't open the season together, Greenway, Eriksson Ek 
and Foligno have been reunited when healthy, and they've rediscovered 
the formula that made them a force last year. 

A combined 664 pounds with Greenway 6 feet, 6 inches and Eriksson Ek 
and Foligno each 6-3, the line developed a knack for stifling offenses. 

"We think the game pretty similar," Eriksson Ek said, "but we all can 
contribute different stuff." 

Foligno flexes his strength at right wing but doesn't get enough credit for 
his skill, Eriksson Ek said, while Greenway's assets on the left side are 
his stickwork and hockey IQ. 

As for Eriksson Ek, the center, "I'm just trying to be the guy that skates 
up and down as much as I can, just try to support those two guys," he 
said. 

Not only did the line face more top players than anyone else on the Wild 
last season, but the number of goals the team surrendered per 60 
minutes when that line was on the ice (1.87) was among the lowest in the 
NHL for lines that played at least as many minutes as they did, according 
to Evolving-Hockey. Eriksson Ek went on to finish fourth in Selke Trophy 
voting, which recognizes the league's best defensive forward. 

"We had to play against those three big boys over there that are pretty 
physical, come at you every shift," St. Louis' David Perron said after a 
game last May when he and linemates Ryan O'Reilly and Brayden 
Schenn spent most of a 4-3 overtime loss going head-to-head vs. 
Greenway, Eriksson Ek and Foligno. "It was a battle." 
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But the line's efficiency also extended to the other side of the puck, with 
all three setting career highs in points. Greenway led the Wild in assists 
(26), Eriksson Ek scored 19 goals after his previous best was eight, and 
Foligno ranked first in the NHL in shooting percentage among regulars at 
27.5. 

That's what transformed the three from a shutdown line into a two-way 
wrecking ball. 

"Every time the puck goes into your O-zone when we're on the ice, you're 
probably going to get hit a couple times and you're going to have to work 
to get out of your D-zone," Greenway said. "After that, once you do get 
the puck, it's tough to go through us." 

How it's going 

Since Nov. 18, when Greenway, Eriksson Ek and Foligno started their 
first game together, the Wild is 13-3-2 when the line is in action. 

They're one of only a few trios in the NHL that has logged consistent 
minutes without giving up a goal at 5-on-5, according to MoneyPuck. The 
line also generates expected goals at a rate 9 percent better than the 
league average and allows expected goals against at a rate 31 percent 
lower than the league average, according to HockeyViz. 

"They're tough to handle," Wild defenseman Jordie Benn said. "I do it 
every day in practice. You get stiff-armed, and you can't do anything 
about it. And you see it in games. It translates from practice in a game. 
So it's crazy that you can be that big and move that good." 

Foligno said he's somewhat aware of what the data says about the line, 
but Greenway and Eriksson Ek had no idea. 

Greenway interprets the line's success by its performance on the ice, like 
how much he and his linemates possess the puck and what end of the 
ice they spend their shifts. The reviews from the competition are another 
indicator. 

"I hate playing this team because of this line," is what Foligno's heard 
from Montreal's Ben Chiarot. 

Greenway has picked up on the same feedback, and he relishes it. 

"That's what it comes down to," he said. "You gotta be hated to play 
against, for sure. I think it shows you're doing your job." 

How it affects the Wild 

While their opponents may not like them, a friendship has formed among 
the three of them. 

Greenway (24) and Eriksson Ek (25) are close in age, and although 
Foligno is older at 30 with a wife and two daughters, his linemates remind 
him of where he was at earlier in his NHL career. 

With the Wild, those trajectories have synched up; just as recent as two 
seasons ago, all three mostly held down depth roles. 

Now, they're go-to players and leaders. 

Foligno is an alternate captain, Eriksson Ek has been promoted to that 
rank occasionally and Greenway — who signed a three-year, $9 million 
contract extension last week — is living with rookie Matt Boldy. 

"We're having success because of each other," Foligno said. 

So is the Wild. 

"It's not a fun night playing our line," Foligno said. "That's something we 
take pride in." 
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Wild gameday: Season's second half opens with contest in Winnipeg 

Minnesota returns from All-Star break with third-best record in 
conference  

 

By Chris Miller Star Tribune FEBRUARY 7, 2022 — 2:18PM 

 

Wild at Winnipeg Jets 

7 p.m. Tuesday 

Canada Life Centre 

BSN 100.3-FM 

Wild update: After a six-day break for the All-Star Game, the Wild returns 
with the third-best record in the Western Conference despite playing the 
fewest games. ... Backup G Kaapo Kahkonen will start tonight. ... RW 
Marcus Foligno returns but D Matt Dumba (upper body) went on injured 
reserve Monday, along with C Nick Bjugstad (upper body). Dumba 
should be OK by the weekend. ... F Mitchell Chaffee and D Kevin 
Czuczman were called up from Iowa. Chaffee, a former UMass All-
America, hasn't played yet in the NHL. ... All-Star W Kirill Kaprizov (19-
34-53) leads the teams in goals and assists and is eighth in the league in 
points. ... C Ryan Hartman leads the NHL in plus/minutes at +32. 

Jets update: Coach Paul Maurice quit in mid-December and Dave Lowry 
took over. ... Winnipeg is 13th in the West after a rocky first half of the 
season. ... All-Star W Kyle Connor leads the team with 25 goals and 45 
points. ... Captain Blake Wheeler missed six weeks because of a knee 
injury and has only two goals in 28 games. ... G Connor Hellebuyck 
(2.90, 9.10) won the Vezina in 2019-20. ... LW Nikolaj Ehlers (knee) is 
out and three players — F Pierre-Luc Dubois, F Austin Poganski and D 
Neal Pionk are in COVID protocols. 
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Wild return from NHL all-star break ready for ‘sprint to the end’ 

 

By DANE MIZUTANI | PUBLISHED: February 7, 2022 at 6:51 p.m. | 
UPDATED: February 7, 2022 at 6:55 p.m. 

 

While star winger Kirill Kaprizov and goaltender Cam Talbot were 
representing the Wild at the NHL’s All-Star Weekend in Las Vegas, their 
teammates took a few days to themselves to decompress. 

“It did seem like everyone was doing something with a teammate,” 
captain Jared Spurgeon said. “It was fun. Some guys went a little hotter. 
Some guys went a little colder. Now we’re just excited to get back again.” 

Not surprisingly, after a few days in the sun, or wherever else players 
ended up, Monday’s practice at TRIA Rink in downtown St. Paul was a 
little sloppy at the start. 

“We got better,” coach Dean Evason said with a smile. “That’s the idea. 
We’ll get better here today and get a light skate to get some touches 
tomorrow. Everybody is in the same boat, so we’ll see how we sit.” 

There isn’t any time to waste with Tuesday’s game in Winnipeg against 
Jets up next. 

That signals the start of a busy second half for the Wild (28-10-3, 59 
points). They will play 40 games in 77 days starting with Saturday’s game 
against the Carolina Hurricanes. 

The good news for the Wild is they will get winger Marcus Foligno back 
for Tuesday’s game against the Jets (18-17-7, 43 points). He missed the 
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past couple of games with an upper-body injury after sliding into the 
boards during a Jan. 28 game against the New York Rangers. 

“I’m 100 percent now,” Foligno said. “It was something that I was able to 
play the rest of the game, then the next morning it was tough to walk. 
Just needed some time after that collision. Obviously it was nice timing 
with the break. I was able to rest, and I’m ready to get back at it now.” 

As are his teammates. 

“I think everyone is excited to get back knowing this is a sprint to the 
end,” Foligno said. “We just have to get a smart road win tomorrow. We 
have to make sure we’re not cutting corners. Just continue what we’ve 
been doing since Jan. 1.” 

As for Talbot, while he didn’t get much rest during All Star Weekend, he 
wouldn’t trade the experience for the world. He mentioned how his twins 
Landon and Sloane had a blast in Las Vegas. 

“The first day we got in, we went straight to the Sugar Factory to hop 
them up on sugar for the whole trip,” Talbot said with a smile. “It was a 
blast. Just a great experience. Something I’ll definitely remember for the 
rest of my life being able to share that with my family.” 

BRIEFLY 

In the hours leading up to Monday’s practice, the Wild placed Matt 
Dumba (upper body) and Nick Bjugstad (upper body) on injured reserve. 
To fill out the roster, they recalled defenseman Kevin Czuczman and 
winger Mitchell Chaffee from the Iowa Wild of the American Hockey 
League. Neither player is expected to suit up against the Jets. 
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The Athletic / Why women’s hockey belongs at the Olympics — even if 
Canada and the U.S. dominate 

 

By Hailey Salvian Feb 7, 2022  

 

They’re as much a part of the first week of the Olympics as the opening 
ceremony and the lighting of the torch. 

Bad takes about women’s hockey. You’ve seen them, because we all 
have at some point over the last 20 years. The pinnacle of the form, 
usually, is an argument that the International Olympic Committee should 
bail on the sport entirely. 

This popped up again on Sunday. It’ll pop up again over the next few 
days leading into the gold-medal game on Feb. 16. It’s a bad take now, 
and it’ll be a bad take then. 

We can acknowledge that there’s a talent gap between Canada, the 
United States and the rest of the teams that qualified for the 2022 Winter 
Games. Team USA and Team Canada are the No. 1 and No. 2 teams in 
the world, and have won five of six Olympic gold medals since the first 
tournament in 1998. 

In Beijing, Canada and the U.S. have each gone 3-0 through the group 
stages and have outscored their opponents 29-3 and 18-2. 

But a talent gap isn’t reason enough to eliminate a sport. If it was, 
professionals would’ve been barred from the men’s basketball 
tournament sometime in the mid-’90s – and if that had happened, we 
wouldn’t have seen Argentina win gold in 2006, or France come within 
five points of doing the same in 2020. 

China has won 32 of the last 37 medals in table tennis at the Summer 
Olympics. There’s no obvious solution to that one. There also isn’t a 
groundswell of support to kill it as an Olympic competition. 

There are more examples of this, too. Those in favour of dropping 
women’s hockey from the Olympics will often reference women’s softball 
— but look what happened there. 

In 2005, the IOC voted to drop that sport after 2008 because the United 
States was in the midst of a 22-game Olympic winning streak. At the 
2008 Olympics, Japan shocked the U.S. in the gold medal game. 

Besides all that, there’s an obvious, unanswered question here: What 
does pulling the plug on women’s hockey at the Olympics actually 
accomplish? 

It takes the game off its biggest stage. It strips young girls and women — 
from any country — of opportunities to see a future for themselves in the 
sport. It’s not going to grow the game. Period. 

Consider this: What would be the incentive for federations to invest 
money into player development? They aren’t doing enough today. If you 
remove the draw of the Olympic stage, then what? 

If you care about the development of women’s hockey as a sport, you 
want to see it at the Olympics. 

All of this disregards the fact that strides are being made in the women’s 
game. It might not be obvious when Canada is beating Finland 11-1. But, 
small — yet meaningful — progress is being made by the other teams. 

A lot has been made about Finland losing by such a large margin. 
Perhaps too much. Only three years ago they upset Canada at the world 
championships and narrowly lost to the U.S. – although many still believe 
they won that game. 

Since then, Finland has turned over a large chunk of their roster; they’re 
playing without Noora Räty, a future Hall of Famer still widely considered 
to be the best goalie in the world. On Friday, Canada shot 23 percent – 
one of the best scoring efficiency rates in the tournament – against two 
goalies struggling to fill Räty’s shoes. Finland also went without head 
coach Pasi Mustonen, who flew home to Finland due to a family health 
issue. 

Their performance so far is not representative of the state of the Finnish 
program. 

Frankly, the speed and skill in the women’s game is the best it’s ever 
been. And the stories of growth and improvement are not limited to two 
teams. 

Switzerland and Finland have produced some of the best players in the 
world, like Räty, Alina Müller and Jenni Hiirikoski. 

Denmark and the Czech Republic both qualified for the Olympics for the 
first time. Denmark beat the Czechs on Monday for their first Olympic 
win. Switzerland beat Finland 3-2, an upset that doesn’t happen without 
growth by the Swiss. 

On Sunday night, the Russian Olympic Committee scored its first 
Olympic goal against Canada, ever. On Sunday, China, ranked 20th and 
participating only as the host nation, upset Japan (sixth in the world) and 
produced a beautiful postgame moment with team captain Yu Baiwei 
brought to tears after the win. 

This is what the Olympics is all about. Not every team, or individual, 
heads to the games with a gold-medal-or-bust mindset. “It’s about the 
opportunity to represent your country at the highest level — and face off 
against the best competition in the world. And celebrating the four years 
of work it took to get to that stage. 

Focusing on North American dominance disregards the fact that the 
other games matter. They’re important for those players, and for people 
from their nation watching from home. 

If you don’t believe me, believe four-time Olympic gold medallist and 
future Hall of Famer Caroline Ouellette, who works to grow the game in 
Canada. Or Carla MacLeod, who coached in Japan in 2014 and has 
watched her former players improve on the world stage. 
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Instead of talking about Canada and the U.S. being too good, we should 
discuss the ways in which the talent gap can be narrowed. Those ideas 
— not scrapping the Olympics — deserve time and attention. 

It starts with the hockey federations investing in the game. Hockey 
Canada and USA Hockey hold multiple training camps and skill sessions 
throughout a typical season. In an Olympic year, the teams will spend six 
to eight months living and training in one spot (in Canada this is called a 
centralization camp). 

Other federations do not host the same high-performance training or 
long-term camps. That, naturally, contributes to the divide, especially 
during a pandemic that has created limited opportunities. There are a ton 
of talented players outside of North America. But, their respective 
national team programs have simply not given them the same level of 
support as the North American women’s national teams. 

Investment matters. The under-18 women’s world championships was 
cancelled for a second straight year. Yes, it’s a pandemic — but the 
Swedish Hockey Federation made its decision, in part, due to financial 
strain. 

U18 worlds is a big development piece for women’s hockey at the 
international level. Think of the superstars who got their start there: 
Marie-Philip Poulin. Kendall Coyne Schofield. Sarah Fillier. 

Are these stars where they are today without those tournaments in their 
developmental years? Who have we potentially missed out on without 
the last two U18 worlds? 

That same federation ultimately put an end to the 4 Nations tournament 
— once a major tournament on the women’s hockey calendar — in 2019 
after the Swedish players boycotted the national team due to a pay 
dispute and poor working conditions, among other issues that included 
travel conditions, the short- and long-term vision for women’s hockey in 
Sweden, and a perceived lack of respect for the women’s game. 

Sweden was once a beacon for growth and parity in women’s hockey; 
they upset the Americans in 2006 to win a silver medal. Now, they have 
been relegated to the lower level at Worlds and are on the bubble in the 
Group B standings. 

Hockey federations need to do better for these players. 

And we can’t ignore the fact that there is no professional league for the 
best players in the world to compete against each other on a night-to-
night basis. Instead, there’s the Premier Hockey Federation in the U.S.; 
pro leagues in Finland, Sweden and Russia; and the Professional 
Women’s Hockey Players’ Association, who will not play in a North 
American pro league without resources befitting professional athletes. 

And we’ve had conversations about the importance of a professional 
league in the past. In 2010, at the World Hockey Summit in Toronto, the 
discussion about the future of women’s hockey centered on closing the 
talent gap with a best-on-best league — and the best players in the world 
believed it was possible. 

We’re still waiting. Whether you believe in the PHF or not, there has 
never been a league that has drawn the best players from around the 
world. 

How much better would Hiirikoski be if she had to defend against Poulin 
or Hilary Knight on a nightly basis? How much better would Müller be if 
she was trying to score on Räty or U.S. goalie Maddie Rooney? 

We don’t know, because we’ve never seen a league provide those 
opportunities. But, as Hayley Wickenheiser said in 2010, a women’s 
professional league would certainly benefit international hockey. 

And perhaps the weirdest elements about this argument: If you kill 
women’s hockey at the Olympics, you kill one of the best rivalries in sport 
– or at least tone it down. 

This is disrespectful to the greatness of the Canada–U.S. rivalry and the 
calibre of this Canadian team. They were dominant at the women’s world 

championships in August, winning their first gold since 2012. They look 
even better now. 

“I have to say that was maybe the strongest Team Canada I’ve ever 
seen,” Finland coach Jusso Toviolo said. “They were really strong, really 
fast. Faster than in Calgary.” 

Why are we talking about scrapping the tournament instead of 
celebrating the fact that we’re watching one of the best versions of Team 
Canada? We celebrate dynasties all the time. Why not this one? 

We celebrate great rivalries in sport all the time. Canada versus the U.S. 
is one of the best. So why not celebrate this one? 

From the first women’s world championships in 1990 to now, the U.S.-
Canada rivalry has always delivered on the biggest stage. 

It’s never gotten stale — but this discussion has. 
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The Athletic / Canada vs. USA women’s hockey: A view inside the 
greatest rivalry at the 2022 Beijing Olympics 

 

Sean Fitz-Gerald Feb 7, 2022  

 

On Feb. 21, 2002, Hayley Wickenheiser was angry and out of breath. 
She was also live, coast-to-coast, on the CBC, and with her Canadian 
hockey teammates still celebrating their Olympic gold-medal win over her 
left shoulder, she vented her fury into living rooms across the country. 

Don Cherry had asked her a question about the officiating. Terry Leibel, 
the veteran sports broadcaster, was holding the microphone just below 
the star forward’s gritted teeth. Canada had just beaten the U.S. 3-2 in 
the championship game at the Salt Lake City Winter Games. 

“You know what?” Wickenheiser said. “The Americans had our flag on 
their floor in the dressing room.” 

She drew a sharp breath and fixed her glare directly toward the camera: 
“And now I want to know if they want us to sign it.” 

In that 10 seconds, an on-ice rivalry bubbled over into a full-fledged 
international incident. The story circled the globe. Several Canadian 
players confirmed it was a story they had been told before heading onto 
the ice for the final push toward gold. Players from the U.S. fiercely 
denied it ever happened. 

It took four days for USA Hockey and the Canadian Hockey Association 
to complete the investigation, concluding that no maple leaf was ever 
harmed in the making of those Olympics. As American hockey executive 
Doug Palazzari said: “There is no question there is a healthy rivalry 
between the two teams, but there is also great mutual respect.” 

That rivalry has evolved through the years, from the first time women 
were able to play for an Olympic medal, in 1998, through this month, as 
Canada and the U.S. cross paths once again in what has become 
perhaps the premier rivalry of the entire Winter Games program. They’ll 
play each other Monday night at 11:10 p.m. ET in a preliminary-round 
game in Beijing, and are expected to meet again in the gold-medal game. 

Players were relative strangers in the beginning, but today, the familiarity 
is so strong that stories about a desecrated flag would never even sound 
plausible. (And in an era when so many Canadian players go to school in 
the U.S., a flag flap could be defused by text messages between old 
college teammates.) 

Stars such as Canadian Marie-Philip Poulin and U.S. counterpart Hilary 
Knight now appear together in a video game. And they work together to 
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help build a single professional league where the best women in the 
world can make a living playing the game. 

“Does that change how they feel about each other on the ice? I don’t 
think so,” said former Canadian Olympic goaltender Sami Jo Small. “I 
think that same rivalry is there.” 

“I hope it never dies, because it is so much fun to be a part of,” said 
Knight. “You feel it in your blood, you know?” 

Here is a timeline, through six Olympics, of the greatest rivalry at the 
Winter Games. 

Nagano 1998 

Gold: U.S. 

Silver: Canada 

Bronze: Finland 

Canada had never lost a world championship final to the United States. 
From the time the International Ice Hockey Federation sanctioned its first 
women’s title, in 1990, the Canadians won four gold medals, and were 
favourites to add a new one as the game made its debut on the Olympic 
stage in Nagano. 

When the two teams met in the final preliminary-round game in Japan, 
the Canadians carried a 4-1 lead into the third period before suffering a 
late collapse. The U.S. won 7-4, but players found themselves in war of 
words after American Sandra Whyte was accused of making a remark 
about Canadian Danielle Goyette’s recently deceased father during a 
heated exchange. 

“When something is said about (her) father, that is uncalled for,” 
Canadian coach Shannon Miller told a Canadian television network, 
according to the Los Angeles Times. “I was right there. She was 
bawling.” 

U.S. players denied any such insult was leveled. Three days later, Whyte 
had two assists and an empty-net goal as the U.S. beat Canada 3-1 for 
the first Olympic gold medal in women’s hockey. 

“I wouldn’t say I feel bad for them,” Whyte said, in The Baltimore Sun. “I 
certainly know what it feels like to be in that position. I’ve been in it too 
many times.” 

View from the ice: 

Vicky Sunohara, forward, Canada: “They were just the games you waited 
for.” 

Jennifer Botterill, forward, Canada: “You want your opponents to bring 
their best, because then it encourages you to play even better, and to 
elevate your play.” 

Becky Kellar, defence, Canada: “It was intense. I would say it was 
probably more like the old Canada/Soviet Union, where you didn’t know 
them. You didn’t want to know them. So you could just build this kind of 
hatred.” 

Sunohara: “We got on the ice and we hated them. I know hate’s a strong 
word.” 

Salt Lake City 2002 

Gold: Canada 

Silver: U.S. 

Bronze: Sweden 

This time, the U.S. was the established powerhouse heading into the 
Games. The Americans had beaten the Canadians in eight straight 
meetings. Tension was amplified when they met in the gold-medal game 
and Stacey Livingston, the American referee, called eight straight 
penalties on Canada. 

Canada had to play two players short not once, but twice. Jayna Hefford 
scored with two seconds left in the second period to give the Canadians 
a 3-1 lead. During intermission, captain Cassie Campbell opted to tell the 
team a story she had heard — second- or third-hand — about the maple 
leaf being used as a doormat in the other dressing room. 

It was never meant for public consumption, but that is where it landed 
when Wickenheiser located the television camera after the game. 
American players have always flatly denied using the flag as a prop. (“I 
was captain of the team,” U.S. star Cammi Granato told the Vancouver 
Sun in 2010, “and it just never would have happened.”) 

View from the ice: 

Cheryl Pounder, defence, Canada: “It was almost like, by the time you go 
to ’02, you weren’t sure what you could and couldn’t do when you saw 
the Americans. You’re like, ‘Is coach around? Am I allowed to give a little 
fake hello?’” 

Cassie Campbell-Pascall (in 2017), forward, Canada: “I never wanted 
that story to leave our dressing room. I don’t think it should have, to this 
day. But it did, and I unfortunately had to clean up the mess. But I would 
do it again in a heartbeat.” 

Wickenheiser (in 2014): “I feel like, you know, in the moment, it is what it 
is. I don’t regret it. But I don’t watch it. It’s embarrassing to watch it now, 
so many years removed.” 

Kellar: “Now, I think if you’d heard something like that, you’d probably just 
go to your buddy on the team and go, ‘Did you guys do this?’ Whereas 
then, you weren’t pulling someone aside to speak to them. That was a 
crazy year.” 

Turin 2006 

Gold: Canada 

Silver: Sweden 

Bronze: U.S. 

Sweden had never beaten the United States in women’s hockey. They 
had met two dozen times before they skated onto the ice at the Palasport 
Olimpico, and for a long time there was no reason to think the trend was 
going to be reversed. 

The U.S. outshot Sweden 39-18 — including 8-4 in the overtime period 
— but could not get more than two past Kim Martin, the veteran 
goaltender who would go on to win an NCAA championship with the 
University of Minnesota-Duluth two years later. 

Following a scoreless overtime, the semifinal game went to a shootout. 
Sweden scored two times, with the U.S. held without a goal. The upset 
was complete, and Canada went on to win gold over Sweden in the 
absence of its storied rival. 

“It hurts, it stings,” U.S. stalwart Angela Ruggiero said in The New York 
Times. “I’m in shock.” 

View from the ice: 

Pounder: “When they were going into the shootout, I do remember we 
were in the building, prepping to play Finland. I remember the building 
was shaking. The men’s team was in the building, as well. Everyone 
could feel the energy.” 

Sunohara: “As much as we wanted to play them and we wanted to beat 
them … I can speak for myself: I felt for them.” 

Pounder: “Our sports psychologist starts working in overdrive: ‘What’s 
going on? You guys have to focus for your game!’” 

Sunohara: “It was almost like a kick in the ass. You always talk about not 
looking ahead to the next game. But it was really: ‘Holy crow, we need to 
be focused.’” 

Vancouver 2010 
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Gold: Canada 

Silver: U.S. 

Bronze: Finland 

More than 162,000 fans attended the women’s hockey tournament in 
Vancouver. When Canada and the U.S. met in the gold-medal final, 
playing in what is now known as Rogers Arena, they drew a record crowd 
of 16,805. 

And yet, Jacques Rogge, president of the International Olympic 
Committee, argued it was a problem, threatening to remove women’s 
hockey from the roster unless the gap between the rest of the field and 
those two nations began to close, saying: “We cannot continue without 
improvement.” 

René Fasel, the IIHF president, told reporters: “The problem for women’s 
hockey is that you have Canada and the U.S. living on a different planet.” 

On the ice — in front of that record crowd, with an audience of millions 
watching at home — Canada and the U.S. put on another superior show. 
Poulin scored two goals in the first period, as the host nation held on to 
win its third straight gold. 

Writing in The New York Times, Jeff Z. Klein described what happened 
when the U.S. players, drained and raw, received their silver medals: 
“The predominantly Canadian crowd joined the American fans in 
chanting ‘U.S.A.! U.S.A.!’ and the players waved back warmly at the 
salute.” 

View from the ice: 

Kellar: “All we heard before that Olympics was Canada’s never won a 
gold medal (in any sport) on home soil. We were the only country that 
had hosted an Olympics and not won. I think all the athletes — and us 
included — were like, ‘OK, we’ve got to change that.’” 

Hefford: “I would never want people to perceive that as the intensity has 
died down, because I don’t think that’s the case at all. But it has evolved 
in the sense that many of these players have been college teammates, or 
teammates in various leagues. Everybody seems to have a few friends 
on the other team, and that wasn’t always the case.” 

Knight: “I’m going to bring my best game, and they’re going to bring 
theirs. I think that’s what makes the rivalry so beautiful and so well-
respected and so sought after.” 

Sochi 2014 

Gold: Canada 

Silver: U.S. 

Bronze: Switzerland 

An official bumped into Canadian defenceman Catherine Ward with 90 
seconds left in the third period of the gold-medal game. The U.S. was 
clinging to a 2-1 lead, and having Ward knocked out of position allowed 
the Americans to clear the puck down the ice — a clearance that was 
within inches of victory. 

The Canadian net was empty. It took fewer than four seconds for the 
puck to travel from the U.S. blue line, but it felt like an eternity. Instead of 
going into the net and securing a U.S. gold, it bounced off the post, 
setting up a moon-landing moment for a generation of Canadian sports 
fans. 

Poulin scored with 54.6 seconds to play in regulation to force overtime. 
She scored again in the extra frame for what is arguably the most 
dramatic win in Canadian women’s hockey history. 

Al Maki, a columnist for The Globe and Mail, was already looking forward 
to what the rivalry would deliver at the next Olympic Games: “Just know 
they’ll be up against the U.S. in a game that always matters, to them and 
to all of us.” 

View from the ice: 

Knight: “I’d say it’s the greatest rivalry in sport.” 

Pyeongchang 2018 

Gold: U.S. 

Silver: Canada 

Bronze: Finland 

Twenty years and five days after their first game for an Olympic gold 
medal, the U.S. and Canada met in Pyeongchang after rolling through 
their respective semifinal games. (Canada beat the U.S. 2-1 when they 
met in the preliminary round.) 

Poulin scored to give Canada a 2-1 lead in the second period. Monique 
Lamoureux picked up a stretch pass on her backhand with about six 
minutes to play in the third period, breaking in alone for the game-tying 
goal. 

Neither team could score in overtime. For the first time in Olympic 
history, the women’s final went to a shootout. American Jocelyne 
Lamoureux executed a violent fake to put the U.S. ahead, and goaltender 
Maddie Rooney made a save on the next attempt to secure the title. 

“We knew it was going to be crazy,” American star Kendall Coyne told 
reporters. “It always is when we play them.” 

View from the ice: 

Small: “In the last decade, there’s been a shift. The American team has 
perennially been stronger. I see the Canadians more as the underdog, 
and the Americans more as the odds-on favourite.” 

Kellar: “We’re now the team that has barely won a world championship. 
We’ve only won a couple in the last decade. They’re the ones that are 
the reigning Olympic champions.” 

Botterill: “I still think the intensity and the competitiveness of the rivalry is 
very much alive on the ice, but I think it’s been great to see how it has 
evolved.” 

Pounder: “The rivalry is overarching, it’s — I hope — never-ending 
because the product just gets better and better.” 

Sunohara: “It never gets old.” 

Knight: “When we’re away from our national teams, we also want to win 
so badly to build a better future. And I think that’s the greatest measure 
of respect between both dueling nations. We can bring out the best and 
the worst in each other.” 
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The Athletic / NHL awards WATCH: Auston Matthews? Johnny 
Gaudreau? Mikko Rantanen? It’s a wide open race for the Hart Trophy 

 

By Dom Luszczyszyn Feb 7, 2022  

  

Throughout the season I’ll be breaking down the numbers behind the 
race for each major player award: the Hart, the Norris, the Calder, the 
Selke, the Vezina, the Art Ross and the Rocket Richard. Numbers of 
course aren’t everything, but they add much-needed context to the 
awards race and can help shine a light on players deserving of more 
recognition while adding caveats to other players that may have some 
warts. This post will present the top 10 for each category based on a set 
criteria of guidelines. 
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It’s another installment of Awards Watch, taking stock of all the trophy 
races around the league. It’s been one month since the last version and 
while some races haven’t changed much (the Selke Trophy), others have 
become a lot more interesting (the Hart Trophy). 

We’re just past the halfway mark of the season and while a lot can still 
change, we should already have a good idea of who the main contenders 
are for the top awards. Based on my interpretation of their numbers to 
date, here is how the awards race currently shakes out. 

Data as of February 2 

Hart Trophy 

Given to the player judged to be the most valuable to his team.  

Criteria: Skaters ranked by Game Score Value Added 

Last season’s Hart Trophy race was over rather quickly. Connor McDavid 
won it quickly and decisively in a historic season that made him the 
unanimous choice for MVP. This year’s field is much more wide open. As 
the model sees it, there are probably six legitimate options — here’s the 
case for and against all of them. 

The case for Auston Matthews: He plays for the Centre Of The Hockey 
Universe, duh. 

Kidding aside, Matthews is narrowly the leader in GSVA per 82 games at 
5.82 wins, ever so slightly beating out Johnny Gaudreau at 5.78 wins. 
That’s splitting hairs and there are a few others within shouting distance 
which makes this so close. 

The case for Matthews is that he is putting up a unicorn-calibre season 
where he could very well win the Rocket Richard while also being 
nominated for a Selke Trophy (if voters ignore he doesn’t play on the 
penalty kill). That just doesn’t happen often and the fact he’s an elite goal 
scorer and a complete 200-foot player makes him extremely valuable. 
Matthews is playing at a 61-goal pace which is second to only Leon 
Draisaitl and he’s currently putting up the 11th best defensive value in the 
league. At five-on-five his 62.7 percent expected goals rate ranks fourth 
in the league which is the highest of anyone on this list. He’s been a 
nightly force with and without the puck; the complete package. The other 
thing going for him: Of the top four candidates, he’s the only one without 
a teammate on the list. The next best Leaf is at 1.6 wins, a full 1.2-win 
difference. That’s the largest of anyone in the running. 

The case against Auston Matthews: As uniquely gifted as Matthews is, 
there will always be those that defer to points — not recognizing that 
some points (goals!) mean more than others (secondary assists). 
Matthews is on a career-high 107-point pace that should be enough to 
warrant consideration, but that’s lower than some other options. There’s 
also the issue of his expected output not actually matching his actual 
output. Matthews may have a 63 percent expected goals rate, but his 
actual goals rate is at 57 percent. To his credit, that’s due to weak 
goaltending more than anything though. 

The case for Johnny Gaudreau: He leads all players in GSVA as part of 
Calgary’s super line — one that has outscored opponents to a staggering 
degree at five-on-five. With Gaudreau on the ice, the Flames have 
outscored opponents 46-13 thanks in part to a 61 percent expected goals 
percentage. Gaudreau is a massive part of that dominance and currently 
leads all players in points at five-on-five with 37. Anyone who watches 
the Flames knows how much the team’s offence and transition game 
runs through Gaudreau, but it’s his defensive numbers this season that 
help catapult him to a legitimate Hart trophy case. 

The case against Johnny Gaudreau: While Gaudreau deserves to be in 
the running, the fact his most impressive stat is his goal differential 
makes his case arguably the flimsiest. He does lead everyone in total 
GSVA, but that’s partially built on that incredible goal difference, one 
that’s influenced a fair bit by good luck. Gaudreau and his linemates 
create a massive edge in terms of chances, but they’re currently scoring 
one goal more than expected and allowing one fewer goal than expected. 
The former may be because of offensive ability, but it’s difficult to credit 

Gaudreau for a .954 on-ice save percentage. That his linemate Matthew 
Tkachuk ranks fifth in GSVA, the highest of any linemate, makes it 
difficult to show that his own value isn’t a larger team effort. He gets a lot 
of credit for it, but some of it should also be shared. This isn’t the most 
valuable line award. 

The case for Mikko Rantanen: He’s the best player on the best team in 
the NHL. While a lot of hype has been placed around Nazem Kadri’s 
surprise scoring season, Cale Makar’s defensive excellence, and Nathan 
MacKinnon being Nathan MacKinnon — it’s actually Rantanen that’s 
been the most valuable. He’s scoring at a 108-point pace while being an 
absolute beast at five-on-five with 60 percent of the expected goals and 
67 percent of the actual goals. Both marks lead the Avalanche which is 
really damn impressive. 

The case against Mikko Rantanen: When you’re the best player on the 
best team, it’s important to recognize the fact that you’re playing for the 
best team. Rantanen’s supporting cast is by far the most talented of 
anyone in contention for MVP and the very fact Colorado has so many 
MVP candidates makes it difficult to credit just one. Kadri has a case, 
Makar has a case, MacKinnon had a case before injury. Can any one 
player be most valuable, and even if it’s looked at through a “value is 
value” lens, how much is Rantanen’s value influenced by his support? 

The case for Connor McDavid: He’s the best player in the world and is on 
pace for 120 points despite being extremely unlucky at five-on-five. 
That’s hard to do! If that regresses, it wouldn’t be a shock to see 
McDavid take over the scoring lead (he’s behind teammate Draisaitl in 
points per game) and the MVP lead. The fact that bad luck is what’s 
holding him back from that probably shouldn’t be held against him. 
Relative to teammates, his ability to create chances remains the best in 
class with the Oilers creating 0.75 more expected goals per 60 with 
McDavid on the ice. When pucks start going in, this race might not feel 
so close. 

The case against Connor McDavid: While it’s unfair to punish McDavid 
for his bad luck, they are a part of his results which are slightly worse 
than the three players above him. All three are generating a larger goal 
and expected goal differential at five-on-five with ratios a lot closer to 60 
percent. That bridges the scoring gap McDavid has on Matthews, 
Gaudreau and Rantanen — especially considering those three don’t get 
to share a power play with a player like Draisaitl. That McDavid isn’t even 
leading his own team in points probably doesn’t help either. 

The case for Alex Ovechkin: He’s old and has a strong narrative on his 
side. The fact he’s doing this at his age makes him more than worthy of 
consideration, especially when many figured the Capitals would be on 
the downswing this season. He also doesn’t have nearly as much help 
from his teammates as his rivals here. 

The case against Alex Ovechkin: There’s a case to be made that he 
hasn’t even been the most impressive old guy, as Joe Pavelski is right 
there in wins per 82 so far this season. Ovechkin has really slowed down 
since a torrid start and though he’s on pace for 52 goals and 104 points, 
neither number is as eye-popping as where he was just a month ago. It’s 
not enough to put him ahead of the field, especially when his on-ice 
numbers aren’t as dominant as other MVP candidates. 

The case for Igor Shesterkin: He’s single-handedly made the Rangers 
look like a Cup contender and leads the league in goals saved above 
expected. If you translated that into actual wins he would likely be lapping 
the field here.  

The case against Igor Shesterkin: He’s a goalie and goalies very rarely 
win, even if they often bring more actual value than the best skater. By 
goals saved above expected, there isn’t enough separating him from the 
next best goalie to argue he’s worthy of being an exception — for now. 

It’s a really tough choice right now and that doesn’t even include 
Jonathan Huberdeau, the guy currently leading the league in points. He’ll 
definitely get some votes for that, but his defence has left a fair bit to be 
desired this year and that needs to be considered on top of his point 
totals. 
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Like last year, I’d bet it comes down to Matthews and McDavid when it’s 
all said and done, but until luck is on McDavid’s side, the edge might go 
to Matthews this time around. 

Norris Trophy 

Given to the defenseman who demonstrates throughout the season the 
greatest all-round ability in the position. 

Criteria: Defensemen that play top-pairing minutes with above-average 
usage ranked by Game Score Value Added. 

For months everyone has been saying this is Cale Makar’s to lose and 
now that he’s catching up in games played, that’s beginning to manifest 
on the GSVA leaderboard. Makar is 0.2 wins off of Victor Hedman, but in 
six fewer games. He’s on pace for 3.9 wins, which edges out Hedman’s 
3.7-win pace. 

The goal totals are the most eye-popping part of Makar’s stat line — he’s 
on pace 37 goals — but he’s been more than that at both ends of the ice. 
Makar has enough assists to also be scoring at a 90-point pace and has 
been hugely influential at five-on-five with 56 percent of the expected 
goals and 65 percent of the actual goals. Relative to teammates he’s 
been a positive asset at both ends of the ice when it comes to both goals 
and expected goals. 

Hedman’s scoring pace isn’t quite on Makar’s level, but his five-on-five 
numbers are more impressive. His 57 percent expected goals rate is 
stronger and the Lightning’s expected goal difference is 0.35 better with 
Hedman on the ice. Makar is at 0.21. That edge comes primarily from 
Hedman’s ability to suppress chances making him the more complete 
defender. Makar is no slouch in that regard — he’s perhaps underrated 
even, but he’s just not Hedman. The other thing in Hedman’s favour is 
usage. In previous years that was an underrated knock on him, but this 
year he’s actually playing tough minutes and still thriving in them, 
perhaps more than ever. These are the best expected goals numbers 
Hedman has ever posted and to do that in a tough minutes role is 
impressive. Makar, who has the luxury of playing on a literal all-star 
team, has it much easier. That closes the gap a lot more than some may 
realize and needs to be considered when voting. This isn’t an open-and-
shut case. 

Then there’s the Adam Fox of it all, as he has a bit of balance between 
both players. Fox isn’t scoring as much as Makar, but he’s scoring more 
than Hedman. His ability to drive expected goal differential relative to 
teammates has been stronger than Makar’s, but not on Hedman’s level. 
Of all three, Fox has the toughest minutes — but his raw results also 
can’t be discounted as his expected goals percentage sits at 50.2 
percent, six percentage points short of Makar’s. That’s partly because he 
plays for a Rangers team that gets outchanced frequently, but he’s still a 
part of that. It’s why he’s a step behind the top two. 

That’s likely the clear-cut top three, but there are a number of other 
excellent defensive seasons that are worth praising. Aaron Ekblad and 
Roman Josi are producing at elite rates with terrific five-on-five results. 
Kris Letang is having a renaissance season. Devon Toews is the 
defensive brain of Colorado’s top pair and deserves Norris recognition 
along with Makar. And Charlie McAvoy remains one of the best play-
driving defenders, even if his point totals aren’t quite on par with the rest 
of the top candidates. 

The guy to focus on though is Miro Heiskanen who deserves a lot more 
praise for the season he’s having. Heiskanen likely won’t get as much 
love as his 53-point pace is the lowest in the top 10, but his territorial 
work might be the most impressive of the bunch — and that includes the 
top three. Despite playing some of the toughest minutes in the league, 
Heiskanen improves Dallas’s expected goal differential by 0.56 per 60 
relative to teammates. That ranks fourth in the league and is a by-product 
of Heiskanen allowing 0.35 fewer expected goals against. That ranks 
eighth in the league with the only player also playing tough minutes 
above him being Adam Pelech. The league has a best defensive forward 
award, it’s time for a best defensive defenseman award. It’s one 
Heiskanen would be a leading contender for. 

Selke Trophy 

Given to the forward who best excels in the defensive aspects of the 
game. 

Criteria: Forwards who play over 16 minutes per game, receive 15 
percent of their team’s shorthanded minutes and faces above-average 
forward competition, ranked by their ability to suppress expected and 
actual goals. 

Yeah, this remains an easy one: it’s Patrice Bergeron by a landslide. The 
difference between him and second place here is larger than the one 
between second and 10th. It’s just not close. As mentioned in the last 
“awards watch,” this is the best defensive season of Bergeron’s illustrious 
career, and considering this award should be named after him that says 
a lot. Boston is allowing just 1.44 expected goals against per 60 with 
Bergeron on the ice, which is 0.41 fewer than when he’s off the ice. The 
Bruins are also allowing 0.91 actual goals fewer with Bergeron on the ice. 
All three are the best marks of his career and have led to a staggering 68 
percent expected goals percentage. The raw totals are the best in the 
entire league, while the relative numbers aren’t far off either. It would 
take a lot for Bergeron not to win at this point. 

The real question is who fills out the rest of the ballot, and there are a 
number of great candidates emerging for that.  

Anthony Cirelli looks like the lead runner-up at the moment. He plays big 
shorthanded minutes for an elite team and suppresses goals and 
expected goals at an elite rate. Cirelli has held opponents to less than 
two expected goals per 60, which is a strong number relative to 
teammates.  

A member of the GREEF Line needs some recognition here too. Marcus 
Foligno and Joel Eriksson Ek both make the cut, with Foligno ranking 
third in defensive impact. He’s the choice from the line for now — a nice 
glow-up from years past where he was viewed as mostly a niche option 
from the analytics community. The argument there is that defence is 
defence and players shouldn’t be punished for a lack of opportunity from 
their coaches (see Artturi Lehkonen this year). Foligno is showing that in 
spades as his elite defence has translated extremely well to tough 
minutes and he’s now a key cog in one of the league’s best shutdown 
lines. Together with Eriksson Ek and Jordan Greenway, the line hasn’t 
allowed a single goal at five-on-five all season — mostly because they 
allow such few chances in the first place. 

Rounding out the list are a couple of Flames centers who deserve some 
love, a shocking Kraken sighting, and two impressive Finns. Roope Hintz 
is one-third of one of the best lines in hockey and has the defensive 
numbers to prove it, while Mikael Granlund has had an incredible 
bounce-back season. Granlund doesn’t get much recognition outside of 
Nashville, but he’s been a driving force toward the team’s renaissance 
season. 

Calder Trophy 

Given to the player selected as the most proficient in his first year of 
competition in the NHL. 

Criteria: Rookie skaters ranked by Game Score Value Added. 

Note: For this edition of awards watch, goaltenders were omitted due to 
their value being difficult to scale to skaters this early in the season. 

Most of the lists have made sense so far as the expected candidates are 
right there at the top. The Calder Trophy? Welp, it’s admittedly a bit 
strange. Welcome to Michael Bunting SZN. 

No, I don’t think Bunting will or should win, nor would I have him at the 
top of my ballot — but GSVA loves him and he probably belongs 
somewhere on the ballot, despite his advanced age. The Leafs looked 
like they would have a tough time replacing Zach Hyman after he left for 
the Oilers, but Bunting has filled the void perfectly. He’s scoring at a 57-
point pace without much power-play time while posting elite five-on-five 
numbers. He has a 61 percent expected goals rate on the season. Does 
much of that have to do with playing with two superstars? Absolutely yes, 
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but not all of it. He’s bringing a lot in his own right and is worthy of some 
recognition for his play this year — even if the top three is a bit of a 
stretch. 

After Bunting is a strong crop of young studs, but it’s not the most hyped 
choices leading the way — it’s actually Florida’s Anton Lundell narrowly 
edging the rest of the field. A dominant five-point game last week 
certainly helps with that. Lundell is scoring at a 61-point pace which is 
right on par with both Lucas Raymond and Trevor Zegras, but he does 
that with much less ice time. Lundell plays fewer minutes at even 
strength and isn’t on the top power play like his cohorts. At five-on-five, 
Lundell’s 2.58 points-per-60 is stronger than Zegras (2.48) and Raymond 
(1.88). Zegras narrows the gap with stronger on-ice numbers as his 53 
percent expected goals rate is a little more impressive than Lundell’s 
given the context of who they play for. Raymond is below 50 percent and 
has fallen off a bit after a very impressive start. 

The same can be said for Moritz Seider, though it’s likely GSVA is not 
doing his season justice. The model punishes him slightly for getting 
outchanced and outscored this season, but relative to teammates he’s 
been positive and that’s been in very tough minutes. He deserves a bit 
more credit here. 

Seth Jarvis is a dark horse candidate here, squeezing right in between 
everyone and it feels like he’s falling a bit under the radar — probably 
because he doesn’t have as many points. But at five-on-five he actually 
scores at a higher rate than Raymond with 2.22 points per 60, and his 
on-ice numbers blow everyone else away with a 61 percent expected 
goals rate. 

The strangest item on the list above isn’t any of that though, it’s that Matt 
Boldy has been so good in just 10 games that he already qualifies. He’s 
been extremely good already and it’ll be interesting to see how much of 
his play he can keep up. If he maintains his current pace, he has 
potential to make the rookie race even spicier. 

Vezina Trophy 

Given to the goalkeeper adjudged to be the best at this position. 

Criteria: Goaltenders that have played half of their team’s games or more 
ranked by a blend of goals saved above expected and above average, 
translated to wins, courtesy of Evolving Hockey. 

While all the hype surrounds Shesterkin, this actually looks like a two-
horse race between the Rangers netminder and Frederik Andersen in 
Carolina. Both goalies are the only ones in the league to save over 20 
goals above expected at this point of the season and have a sizeable 
lead over the next best starter. 

Shesterkin has been the favourite for most of the season and he 
continues that trend here thanks to a terrific .937 save percentage. He’s 
been almost unbeatable for a Rangers team that often looks very shaky 
in front of Shesterkin. No other starting goalie has a save percentage 
north of .930 and the fact Shesterkin is so high above bodes well in his 
favour. 

Andersen is extremely close though at .929 and the reason he ranks so 
close to Shesterkin is because, apparently, he plays in a tougher 
defensive environment. Shesterkin’s expected save percentage is .912 
while Andersen’s is .903. Given how strong Carolina’s defence is, I’m not 
sure I buy that completely, but there might be a case for it with how fast 
the team plays. That up-tempo style may lead to a more difficult time for 
Andersen than what might be expected at first glance. Either way, 
Shesterkin has the edge, but both netminders have been the key to their 
teams’ success this season. 

I made sure to note “starting” goalie above because the next guy after 
them can’t really be considered one. Ville Husso of the Blues ranks third 
in goals saved above expected with 17.6 despite playing just 15 games 
— half as many as his peers at the top of the leaderboard. On a per-
game basis, he’s been the best goalie in the league and that’s caused 
him to usurp the starting job in St. Louis. Keeping that job will require him 

to keep up his current play, and if he does, he may be a sneaky dark 
horse candidate. 

It’s more likely John Gibson or Juuse Saros will be the ones getting more 
love, especially considering not many expected either of their teams to 
be in their current standings position. Gibson has a .922 in front of a 
weak Ducks team while Saros has a stellar .927 in front of a better 
Predators defence. Both have been excellent. After them, Tristan Jarry, 
Sergei Bobrovsky, Jonathan Quick and Andrei Vasilevskiy are all 
excellent candidates as well. Robin Lehner is there too, but it might be 
too difficult for some to accept he belongs with a .910 save percentage 
— not realizing how porous the Vegas defence has been this season. His 
expected save percentage on the year is .896.  

Art Ross Trophy 

Given to the player who leads the National Hockey League in scoring 
points at the end of the regular season. 

Criteria: Skaters ranked by their projected end-of-season point total. 

McDavid is third in scoring and four points off the lead, but he’s also 
played six fewer games than Huberdeau, the current leader. That’s more 
than enough time to take over the scoring title and the real race will likely 
come down to him and teammate Draisaitl. Both were pacing for close to 
150 points at one point, but have really slowed down over the last month 
or so relative to their usually lofty standards. 

For McDavid, the reason to believe he’ll win the scoring title once again 
is because of how close he is despite being incredibly unlucky this 
season. This was mentioned in 16 Stats last week, but it bears repeating 
once again: McDavid is scoring at a 120-point pace this season despite 
having the lowest on-ice shooting percentage of his career at 7.5 
percent. If that was closer to normal he’d have roughly 10 more points 
and the scoring race wouldn’t really be close. Bad luck has him in this 
position, but he looks poised to have a strong second half — strong 
enough that he should take over from Huberdeau and his teammate. 

Rocket Richard Trophy 

Given to the NHL’s top goal scorer. 

Criteria: Skaters ranked by their projected end-of-season goal total. 

Chris Kreider currently leads the league with 33 goals and it would be an 
incredible story if he won the Rocket Richard, but if we’re being real it’s 
hard to see him sustaining his current pace as the leader. One of the 
most established options should take over, but with his hot start, he’s still 
projected to be a 50-goal scorer this season. That’s extremely impressive 
and he deserves a lot of kudos for that. 

Ovechkin has fallen off a little over the last month and this is now 
becoming a two-horse race between Draisaitl and Matthews with just half 
a goal separating the two in these projections. Matthews is projected to 
be the stronger goal scorer, but the three-goal lead Draisaitl currently has 
gives him the edge. Either way, it’s looking to be a very tight race. 
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Sportsnet.ca / 6 Maple Leafs Takeaways: Love for Marner, concern for 
Matthews 

 

Luke Fox February 7, 2022, 11:41 PM 

 

Balmy weather, five-star restaurants, ocean views… 

A group of five Toronto Maple Leafs — Mitch Marner, Petr Mrazek, Justin 
Holl, Rasmus Sandin and Timothy Liljegren — and their significant others 
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jetted down to South Florida to take hockey off their minds during the all-
star break. 

“Just a lot of laughing and a lot of fun—that’s what we did in Miami,” 
Marner said. 

Yet when they flew back to Toronto for Monday’s showdown against the 
top-ranked Carolina Hurricanes, they knew it would be no day at the 
beach. 

“Not the easiest team to play coming back from a break,” Morgan Rielly 
said. 

In fact, save for a lack of fans, this clash of regular-season titans had 
plenty of playoff-like features: a fight, some spirited chirping between 
benches, tooth-and-nail puck battles, bumps and bruises, dialled-in 
goalies, and snappy forechecks. 

“Two teams that were all-in on competing tonight,” Leafs coach Sheldon 
Keefe said. “They close on you quickly. The pace is really high both 
ways.” 

A 4-3 come-from-behind overtime thriller that delivered both a jolt of 
excitement and a shiver of concern for fans of the home team. 

Marner is going streaking 

Has Marner ever found himself gripping a hotter stick? Certainly not as a 
pro. But when he was pumping 44 for the London Knights maybe? 

“I have no idea,” Marner said. “I’m sure my dad knows, but I have no 
idea, to be honest.” 

Pigeonholed as a pass-first star, Marner scored both the game-tying goal 
and the OT winner to crank his goal streak to eight games — the longest 
run of his career and the longest in the league this season. 

To find a longer goal streak by a Leaf, you’d need to flip back to World 
War II. 

To find a longer streak in the NHL, you’re looking at late-‘90s, when Hall 
of Famers Jaromir Jagr (11 games) and Teemu Selanne (nine) achieved 
the feat. 

“Obviously, it feels real good,” said Marner, who’s made a conscious 
effort to think less and drive the slot more. 

“The difference really is, I’m not just focusing on clean shots. I’m not 
afraid to just whack one, get it toward the net and surprise them.” 

Grip it and rip it. 

“Not overthinking the shot is such a big thing for goal scorers,” Keefe 
said. “Of late, that’s a big thing for Mitch – he’s just letting it go. 

“Velocity and overpowering goalies is not the only way to score goals. 
So, Mitch has found that groove nicely here.” 

Ya think? 

“He’s been flyin’ around,” Morgan Rielly said. 

Since emerging from a video-game quarantine in mid-January, Marner 
has stacked 10 goals and 19 points in eight games. 

“I’m sure the trip that we got helped him,” Petr Mrazek smiled. 

Marner credits all the people in his corner for keeping his mind on the 
enjoyment of the game. 

“When I did get back, I wanted to turn my mindset into being more of a 
shooter,” he said. "I've been saying here for a while that I know I can 
score goals; it's just believing in it. It's come true recently. I just gotta 
make sure I just keep going with it." 

Leafs Nation holds collective breath for Matthews 

Scary moment in the dying seconds of regulation as Auston Matthews 
got tied up with Nino Niederreiter in a positional battle off the rush and 

accidentally got clipped in the head by Brett Pesce’s knee as he fell to 
the ice. 

Following the blow, Matthews needed some time before getting to his 
feet and skating off to concussion protocol. 

Remaining Time -1:33 

Matthews shaken up, leaves game after falling into Pesce's leg 

“Obviously that’s not anything you want to see,” Rielly said. “But he’s our 
guy, and hopefully he’s OK.” 

Keefe had no immediate update on his No. 1 centre’s condition, saying 
he needed time to be assessed. 

Matthews will not practice with the group Tuesday, but he had already 
been given the day off since rushing back from All-Star weekend. 

Matthews had been a threat all night, scoring the Leafs’ first two goals, 
going 57 per cent in the face-off dot, and ripping a game-high seven 
shots. 

Though the injury unsettled the bench just minutes before overtime, 
Keefe said, “Our guys kept their focus and just kept playing.” 

Not only was Monday’s matchup a measuring stick for two of the 
league’s top four teams (by points percentage), it was a rare double-
revenge game for the goalies. 

Unable to consummate a trade for Frederik Andersen and Mrazek, the 
Leafs and Canes simply signed the other guys’ free agent last summer. 

With Keefe opting to give his All-Star, Jack Campbell, rest until Thursday 
in Calgary, and All-Star Andersen keen to steal two points at Scotiabank 
Arena dressed in red, there was plenty of personal incentive in the pipes. 

As was the case when Zach Hyman returned to Toronto last month, 
unfortunately only a limited crowd was on hand for Andersen’s thank-you 
ovation. 

"Looking back, it feels like yesterday getting into Toronto,” said 
Andersen, a hardworking Leaf for five years. “It reminds you that you 
have to take it all in and enjoy the process." 

Andersen, who was razor-sharp early, gave up a scrambly power-play 
goal and a beautiful one-timer to close friend and pandemic roommate 
Matthews in the second frame. Then got beat twice late by good pal 
Marner. 

At the other end, Mrazek was up to the task against his former club as 
well, stoning Sebastian Aho on a breakaway and battling through the tips 
and traffic Carolina threw his way. 

"He's competitive. That's why we loved him. He's a gamer,” Canes coach 
Rod Brind’Amour said. “You put him in there, he's going to give you all he 
has.” 

Leafs captain John Tavares agrees: “He just keeps fighting. He never 
says die to any puck, no matter how difficult it may be.” 

After a delayed and disastrous start to his time in Toronto, Mrazek has 
now reeled off four consecutive wins, earning the confidence of his 
teammates and his coach. 

“He’s in a great place now,” Keefe said. 

Mrazek says he’s poured in some extra work with goalie coach Steve 
Briere and can feel himself improving with each start he’s given. 

“I’m happy with the way things have progressed,” Mrazek said. 

Tavares line struggling at even-strength 

In a sidebar story not yet worthy of headline status, Toronto’s second line 
of Tavares, William Nylander and Alexander Kerfoot has hit a small skid 
5-on-5. 
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Because that trio is still thriving on special teams and the top line is 
soaring, their production dip is not yet cause for alarm. But the coach has 
noticed. 

“Offensively, they need to be a little bit more direct,” Keefe said. 

On Monday, that group was outchanced 8-4 and outscored 2-0 at even-
strength. 

Over their past 11 games, Tavares is a minus-10 and Nylander is a 
minus-8. 

Kerfoot agrees with Keefe’s assessment, saying they can be guilty of 
trying to do too much with the puck and not putting their opponent under 
enough pressure when they don’t have it. 

“It’s about being on the puck every night,” Kerfoot said. “Competing.” 

More caution with Muzzin 

Jake Muzzin missed his seventh consecutive game and will extend his 
break from game action to at least three and a half weeks. 

Despite practising in a regular sweater Sunday and saying he was feeling 
good, Muzzin and the club are smartly exercising caution. 

Muzzin said he did suffer a concussion about 10 years ago, but that one 
only kept him out a week. 

“Head injuries are a little finicky sometimes, so it's been challenging,” 
Muzzin said. “But it's part of the game, part of playing a physical sport, so 
hopefully it's the last one and I'm clear from here on out." 

Prior to the injury, the Leafs’ best defender had some unusually rough 
stretches in his own end. 

“Sometimes that's the way she goes,” GM Kyle Dubas explained. “I've 
known him for a long time. I remember when he first started in the Soo, it 
wasn't always pretty. 

“The one thing about Jake Muzzin is that especially when I think people 
start to count him out, or people think that he looks like he's starting to 
fade, he's very competitive, and he has a lot of pride, and he's able to 
find his way back. 

“This injury, it's unfortunate, and it's a concussion. So, it's very serious,” 
said Dubas, finding a silver lining. “This type of time off and getting 
himself healthy and then really resetting himself on the ice, I think you'll 
see him come back and be back to what we all expect, in the form that 
he's capable of.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks will just have to survive with Quinn Hughes in 
COVID-19 protocol 

 

Iain MacIntyre February 7, 2022, 11:30 PM 

 

VANCOUVER – The most consistent thing about the Vancouver 
Canucks is COVID-19, which remains undefeated after two of the few 
remaining players untouched by the coronavirus this winter were run 
down by Omicron during the NHL All-Star break. 

One of those was star defenceman Quinn Hughes, who was added to 
COVID protocol on Monday as most – but not all – of his teammates 
resumed training at Rogers Arena. 

Forward Elias Pettersson, who tested positive in January, missed 
Monday afternoon’s practice due to what coach Bruce Boudreau said 
were non-COVID-related flu symptoms and defenceman Tucker Poolman 

continued his mysterious absence due to an undefined illness. Boudreau 
insisted Poolman is not suffering long-haul symptoms from his recent 
bout with COVID. 

Checking winger Matthew Highmore was the other Canuck who went into 
protocol on Monday, leaving – by unofficial count – only defenceman 
Oliver Ekman-Larsson and young forwards Nils Hoglander and Vasily 
Podkolzin untouched by Omicron. 

There was an inevitability to Hughes, easily the best Canucks skater this 
season, contracting the virus. It feels like Omicron is coming for all of us 
eventually, but at least showing some restraint to those who have backed 
up their functioning immune systems with vaccinations. 

Hughes could have gotten sick on the last road trip or this week’s 
homestand, which starts Tuesday against the Arizona Coyotes, but 
instead contracted Omicron during the All-Star break. He is quarantining 
at home in Michigan, trapped on the wrong side of the Canada-U.S. 
border, which means the 22-year-old will likely rejoin the Canucks for a 
Feb. 17 game in San Jose. 

Hughes is only one player, and the Canucks have had as many five at a 
time in COVID protocol. But Hughes is the skater they can least afford to 
miss. Few players in the NHL can play like he does and move the puck 
like he can, either with his skating or passing. The Canucks waited five 
decades for a defencemen like Hughes, and there isn’t an extra one like 
him hanging around on standby. 

The Canucks will just have to survive, which they have done admirably 
since their COVID conga line began in mid-December. But just surviving 
won’t get them to the playoffs. 

The team started 8-0-1 under Bruce Boudreau after he was hired as 
coach on Dec. 5, but has scuffled through various absences and 
schedule interruptions since then, going 4-5-3 after Jan. 1. Vancouver’s 
five-on-five play and team defence (2.5 goals against per game) have 
remained excellent, but the Canucks average of 2.17 goals per game 
since New Year’s Day is nearly last in the NHL, fractionally ahead of the 
Philadelphia Flyers and Seattle Kraken offences. 

Taken as a whole, the two-month turnaround under Boundreau has been 
quite remarkable, lifting the Canucks back to .500 (currently 20-20-6) and 
in the vapour trails of the Western Conference playoff race. 

But they need wins, not just loser points, and the precariousness of the 
team’s standing ahead of the March 21 trade deadline is re-enforced by 
the Canucks management summit going on this week and the presence 
at Monday practice of president Jim Rutherford’s newly-constructed 
hockey-operations department: general manager Patrik Allvin sitting with 
new AGMs Derek Clancy and Emile Castonguay, joined by incumbent 
player-development boss Ryan Johnson and special advisors Daniel and 
Henrik Sedin. 

Winning or losing this month doesn’t change the clear need for upgrades 
to the Canucks’ roster, which includes building some cap flexibility that 
Rutherford said is vital. But losing this week – the New York Islanders are 
at Rogers Arena on Wednesday before the Toronto Maple Leafs visit 
Saturday – are likely to expedite the changes even through Rutherford 
has said, “ideally,” he’d like to give this group of players the chance to 
make the playoffs. 

It will be impossible to watch the Canucks play and not notice the 
absence of Hughes. But there’s no free pass for losing because one of 
the most dynamic defencemen in the world is taking his turn in COVID 
protocol. 

“If you look at the amount of goals that he creates from the back end, 
(on) a team that is somewhat offensively challenged ... I mean, that's 
going to be the challenge right there,” Boudreau said of Hughes. “He's a 
great player. We've gone with (J.T.) Miller and (Bo) Horvat being out at 
the same time. We've gone with (Thatcher) Demko being out and 
(Jaroslav) Halak at the same time, so we're going to go through with 
this.” 
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Pettersson reported to the rink on Monday before the Canucks sent him 
home, so he may be available to play on Tuesday. His offensive slump is 
representative of a team that, for all its flaws, was supposed to score 
goals this year with its talented forwards at the top of the lineup. 

But the Canucks have scored about as often for Boudreau (2.52 per 
game) as they did under previous coach Travis Green (2.36). 

“I think the five-on-five play, our defensive play, has been really good,” 
Horvat, the captain, said Monday. “(But) I don't think we've even come 
close to what we can produce offensively. 

"I think a lot of us, including myself, has a lot more to give offensively. I 
think that, honestly, is a good problem to have. We haven't even ... 
reached our peak of being our most offensive, and we're still winning 
hockey games, and we're still doing a lot of good things away from the 
puck. It's just a matter of time ... for us to break through.” 

With just 11 goals in 46 games this season, Pettersson had only four 
shots on target during the four-game road trip that preceded the weekend 
break. 

“It's not like he hasn't been told,” Boudreau said. “I try to tell him to be 
more selfish. Matter of fact, in Nashville (a 4-2 Canucks loss last 
Tuesday), I told him to start shooting the puck more, and next shift he 
went out, shot the puck and hit the cross bar. But that was his last shot of 
the game. 

"I would love him to get four or five shots on goal a game. And I think ... 
the rest of the group would too.” 

• With Hughes and Poolman out, the Canucks defence pairs on Monday 
were Ekman-Larsson-Noah Juulsen, Luke Schenn-Tyler Myers, and Brad 
Hunt-Kyle Burroughs. Jason Dickinson took Pettersson’s left wing spot 
on a line with Horvat and Conor Garland, while the top line was Miller 
between wingers Brock Boeser and Tanner Pearson. 
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Sportsnet.ca / One big question facing each NHL team in the second half 

 

Rory Boylen February 7, 2022, 2:25 PM 

 

OK folks, it's time to get down to business. 

The fun of the all-star break is behind us. The four-month "pre-season" is 
over. The stakes are now getting higher. 

The NHL's second half is here, with the trade deadline six weeks away 
and the playoffs another five weeks after that. Player and team decisions 
will have to be made and opinions on next season will begin to be 
moulded based on some of these dynamics. 

Before the games begin, we go over one big question facing each of the 
NHL's 32 teams in the second half. 

Anaheim Ducks: Sign or trade Hampus Lindholm? 

Anaheim's next GM will have a lot of decisions to make in short order as 
the Ducks surprise with their success as they transition to a new, 
younger core. It'll be important to balance keeping key veterans to move 
ahead with and recouping assets for players who there's room to move 
on from. Pending UFAs Rickard Rakell and Josh Manson are among 
them, but the most pressing is defenceman Hampus Lindholm, who is 
also on an expiring contract. He'd be coveted around the league, but is 
also the kind of blueliner Anaheim would immediately be looking to 
replace. Could the Ducks even entertain the notion of keeping him past 
the trade deadline without a new contract in place? 

Arizona Coyotes: How will their arena situation play out? 

The big question around the Coyotes right now isn't about Phil Kessel's 
or Jakob Chychrun's trade destinations (although that is also interesting), 
but rather: Are they really going to spend a few years in an arena with 
less than 5,000 capacity? The next important date is Feb. 10 when 
Tempe City Council discusses the plan for a new NHL-sized rink and, if it 
goes ahead, the Coyotes would then settle in to play at Arizona State for 
a couple seasons. That's the plan for now anyway. But if Tempe rejects 
the plan, where do the Coyotes go from there? Houston? 

Boston Bruins: How will the goaltending work itself out? 

Tuukka Rask was brought back a few weeks ago and while the plan 
might be to eventually work him all the way back to No. 1 status by 
playoff time, it's not been an immediate thing. Rask has an .844 save 
percentage in four starts and the past four starts have gone to Linus 
Ullmark, the goalie who is signed through 2024-25. And then there's 
Jeremy Swayman as the third wheel -- he has the best save percentage 
of all three in 17 games! 

Buffalo Sabres: What do the rookies have in store? 

Crashing attendance, 27th in the league by points percentage, and Jack 
Eichel's near-return in Vegas all sour another Sabres season, but there is 
hope! Tage Thompson's successful move to centre has been a smash 
and makes for an interesting middle combo with Dylan Cozens. Rasmus 
Dahlin is taking a step. This is what the season is all about, and so in the 
second half we'll also be interested to see any rookie performances. Jack 
Quinn, sidelined for another couple weeks, excelled in the AHL and had 
a two-point NHL game before his injury. Goalie of the future Ukko-Pekka 
Luukkonen, also injured, has a .917 save percentage in nine starts. 
When will Peyton Krebs be back? 

Calgary Flames: How will GM Brad Treliving navigate a crucial few 
months? 

After the disaster in the North Division, the Flames -- who were Canada's 
best team from Nov. 2019 through to the March 2020 pause -- are back 
on track and could even go on a decent little playoff run out of the 
relatively weak Pacific Division. We'll see. But aside from decisions on 
how to approach the trade deadline to boost and reward the roster (bring 
back Mark Giordano, add another middle-six forward?) Treliving also has 
to face the fact Johnny Gaudreau is a pending UFA having a monster 
season and Matthew Tkachuk is a pending RFA looking at a $9 million 
qualifying offer. So as much as the second half is about what the Flames 
can do this season, it's also a critical time as to what comes next. 

Carolina Hurricanes: Can Frederik Andersen challenge for the Vezina? 

With a .929 save percentage, 2.01 GAA and 24 wins, Andersen is tied for 
second in every major traditional stat category for goalies -- his 16.5 
goals saved above average coming in third. Behind one of the best 
defences and teams in the NHL, can Andersen stay healthy and hang in 
the race...or even win the top goalie award? 

Chicago Blackhawks: Where will Marc-Andre Fleury get traded to? 

Whatever happens here seems to be up to Fleury, who was on the fence 
about continuing his career in Chicago in the first place. Elliotte Friedman 
has reported the Washington Capitals have interest in Fleury, but that the 
goalie and long-time Penguin isn't sure about going there yet. On an 
expiring deal and 37-years-old, Fleury might have an interest in going to 
a contender for another run instead of playing out the year on a lottery 
team. 

Colorado Avalanche: Can they get Claude Giroux or make another big 
splash? 

The Avs have been in the rumour mill attached to the biggest deadline 
targets the past few years, but rather than take big cuts GM Joe Sakic 
has more or less been fine with the deep team he has and finding subtle 
value adds (like how Devon Toews was acquired cheap and then blew 
up as a significant player). But after three straight second round losses 
and a huge extension on the horizon for Nathan MacKinnon in 2023, will 
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the GM feel more urgency to go all-in? Claude Giroux is this year's big 
name that's tied to the team. 

Columbus Blue Jackets: What happens with Patrik Laine? 

As discussed in a recent Friday Four, the Blue Jackets face a nearly 
impossible decision on Laine, who will be an RFA this off-season and 
one year away from UFA eligibility. He still hasn't captured the elite goal 
scoring level in Columbus he became known for in Winnipeg, but he'll 
also only be 24 in April. Extend him to a big number? Walk him to free 
agency through arbitration? Or trade him? 

Dallas Stars: We assume John Klingberg will eventually be traded, but 
could they do more? 

The Stars come out of the break just two points out of the second wild 
card spot and 10th in the West by points percentage. They're in it, but far 
from the Cup contender they hoped to be. Klingberg, a pending UFA, is 
losing ice time and likely to be moved regardless of how the team 
performs. The questions begin with Joe Pavelski or Alex Radulov, a 
couple of impact veterans on expiring deals of their own that come with 
some level of trade protection. Braden Holtby in net is also a possible 
trade rental. Bu if Dallas is still in the running for the playoffs and the 
revenues that come with that, how much of a seller will they be and, if 
they do stand pat, what does that mean for the future with these 
important, expiring contracts? 

Detroit Red Wings: Can Lucas Raymond or Moritz Seider win the Calder 
Trophy? 

Who thought the Red Wings would be the ninth seed in the East at the 
break? Lots of positives developing this season and, though a real 
playoff race is probably a long shot, having two candidates for the Calder 
is one reason why the Wings are worth watching. Raymond is the rookie 
scoring leader at the half and Seider, the defenceman, sits fifth. Both will 
have stuff competition as Trevor Zegras puts up numbers and highlights 
and Anton Lundell heats up on the league's top offence in Florida. 

Edmonton Oilers: Can they get back on track and in position to trade a 
first-rounder again? 

Oilers fans are hoping the worst stretch of the season is behind them 
now and that they can start moving back up into a playoff spot and create 
a little separation by the March 21 trade deadline. Evander Kane's arrival 
does a lot on the ice to improve one area of weakness on the team, but 
GM Ken Holland could still do more if the upward trend continues. It's 
important to remember Holland's reticence to trade his first-round pick 
was in the context of adding a rental player and the question posed when 
the team was in a crisis free fall. In the right circumstance, and if it's clear 
the pick will not be in the lottery, it could end up back on the table. 

Florida Panthers: How aggressive will GM Bill Zito be? 

When the biggest names are on the trade block around the league, the 
Vegas Golden Knights are usually the first team that becomes connected 
to them. Now Vegas is really capped out and facing a forced trade 
situation when Jack Eichel does return -- and the Florida Panthers may 
be replacing them as the "go-to" team in blockbuster rumours. The 
Panthers come out of the break first in the NHL by points and an 
absollute force capable of hanging eight or nine goals on an opponent. 
But the belief is Zito wants to add and give this team everything it could 
desire to win its first playoff round since 1996. 

Los Angeles Kings: Will the team's offence start to find more luck? 

The Kings start the second half second in the Pacific by points -- third by 
points percentage -- and with playoffs in mind. They have a nice mix of 
veterans and are slowly bringing in some younger players, with Quinton 
Byfield adding an interesting third centre to the mix. But can we 
reasonably expect a better second half? The Kings are 19th in the league 
by goals per game but, according to Natural Stat Trick, are fourth in 
expected goals, which weigh frequency and quality of shots. Only 
Florida, Carolina and Toronto rank better in that stat. The Kings have the 

third-worst shooting percentage in the NHL and if that improves to even 
middle of the pack, Los Angeles may be a team to watch. 

Minnesota Wild: Will GM Bill Guerin consider adding a middle six centre? 

With a six-game winning streak the Wild were the NHL's hottest team 
coming into the break, and hit the second half as an emerging contender. 
A deep and fast team, the young and evolving Wild aren't their best 
version yet. Marco Rossi has yet to arrive and Matt Boldy just got here. 
But, given the team is second in the Western Conference by points 
percentage and with three years of crushing cap buyout penalties 
beginning in 2022-23, there's an argument to be made the team should 
take a swing on a rental in an area of need. If they took a shot, how 
about on a centre? 

Montreal Canadiens: Can they win more games this regular season than 
they did in the 2021 Stanley Cup Playoffs? 

This is actually serious. En route to the Stanley Cup Final last year, the 
Canadiens won 13 games. Now, through 44 regular season games this 
season, the team sits last in the league with eight total wins. That's 
pacing to 15 wins over 82 games. If Carey Price does come back this 
season than maybe that gives the Habs a bit of a boost, but we're also 
looking at the likelihood the team being a trade deadline seller -- could 
any trades go beyond shedding rentals and cut deeper into the core? If 
so, the Habs could wind up in worse position over the second half. 

Nashville Predators: Will Filip Forsberg get a new contract by the 
deadline? 

In last week's 32 Thoughts, Elliotte Friedman had a few good nuggets on 
the Predators and an interesting quote from GM David Poile on if he'd go 
past the trade deadline with pending UFA Filip Forsberg unsigned. “I 
don’t want to box myself in with an answer. It’s not my preference, but I’d 
never say never.” The Predators come out of the break ninth in the NHL 
by points percentage and playing well above most pre-season 
expectations. Forsberg is the team's goal scoring leader making $6 
million against the cap. 

New Jersey Devils: Will Jack Hughes' rise to stardom continue? 

Hughes was a popular "step up" pick this pre-season and though he was 
injured almost immediately out of the gate, Hughes hit the break with 27 
points in 28 games and in the middle of a hot streak. A vitally important 
part of the Devils' way forward, having the 2019 first overall pick get over 
that point per game mark in his third pro season would be a great 
indicator that everything is on track. 

32 Thoughts: The Podcast 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey 
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what 
they think about it. 

New York Islanders: How will the second half inform where to go next? 

It's become popular (and accurate) to "never doubt the Trotz-led 
Islanders" the past couple of years but -- at risk of being burned -- they're 
out of it now, right? Seventeen points back of a wild card spot with just 
four games in hand is a tough hurdle. So if the Isles miss what would the 
takeaways be for a team tight to the cap with one notable contract of 
expense (Cal Clutterbuck, $3.5 million) expiring? If the Isles miss the 
playoffs but return as a dangerous team in the second half to make it 
somewhat interesting, then there maybe aren't too many worries. But if 
the inconsistency and losses continue how will GM Lou Lamoriello view 
what he needs to change? 

New York Rangers: Are they for real? 

The debate is real. The Rangers are fifth in the NHL by points 
percentage, top 10 in power play and penalty kill and with award 
contenders in goal, on defence, and at forward. At the same time, New 
York is dead last in the NHL by Corsi percentage, 30th by shots for 
percentage, and 29th by expected goal percentage at five-on-five. Will 
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that catch up to them or can some of their top players (ahem, Igor 
Shesterkin) continue carrying the load? 

Ottawa Senators: What life do we see in the second half and how does it 
shape trade deadline decisions? 

The Sens actually finished last season pretty well all things considered -- 
middle of the pack league wide in their final 30 games. Another bad start 
and injury challenges contributed to another slow start in 2021-22 and 
now the Sens face a tough schedule to finish with 42 games in the next 
82 days. Drake Batherson and Josh Norris had strong first halves but are 
on the sidelines to start the second. Tim Stutzle has made an early 
switch to centre. Questions abound over what to do with Nick Paul at the 
trade deadline -- eventually you have to keep players to contribute to a 
winning team. 

Philadelphia Flyers: Do the big changes start happening before the trade 
deadline? 

Claude Giroux may have left the door open to his team bouncing back 
and getting into the race by the trade deadline, when a decision on his 
future will have to be made, but they're 17 points out and just concluded 
a 17-game winless streak. Chuck Fletcher has indicated that there aren't 
many untouchable parts of the roster anymore and all kinds of turnover is 
possible. While Giroux would be dealt by the deadline if he goes, will any 
of the other big moves be made before the off-season? 

Pittsburgh Penguins: Who signs the next extension between Bryan Rust, 
Evgeni Malkin and Kris Letang? 

With the Penguins cruising and looking to be back firmly in the 
contender's circle, management re-signed pending UFA Jeff Carter at 37 
years old, which seems to be a clear indicator that no steps will be taken 
back. However, the team still faces a difficult situation. Kris Letang, 
Evgeni Malkin and Bryan Rust are three important players who are also 
set up to be UFAs this summer. While Malkin has indicated he'd be open 
to a pay-cut of some sort, the other two may be more inclined to cash in. 
It'll be interesting to see which of these three is the next to sign, how 
much the deal is for, and then we might start getting an idea if all the 
pieces will be able to fit beyond this season. 

San Jose Sharks: Is Tomas Hertl staying or going? 

San Jose's leading goal scorer at the half is the 27-year-old Hertl on track 
for unrestricted free agency in the off-season and their top-line centre. 
The Sharks are also trying to hang around the playoff race and making 
strides again, with more youthful pieces on the way. It would be hard for 
the Sharks to go past the deadline with Hertl on the roster if he hasn't 
signed an extension, as it's vital for them to not lose a player in his prime 
for nothing. 

Seattle Kraken: Can Philipp Grubauer return to form? 

The Kraken have some plusses from the first half even though they're 
15th in the West, but as long as they're goalies are letting them down 
there's no real path to more wins. Even though Chris Driedger was part 
of the plan in net, Grubauer was the one they bet on with a six-year 
contract and a $5.9 million AAV and he has been the biggest 
disappointment. Grubauer's .887 save percentage is by far the worst of 
his career and he's dead last in the league with a minus-19.33 goals 
saved above average. 

St. Louis Blues: What becomes of the budding goalie controversy? 

Explored a week before the break an interesting turn of events in St. 
Louis' crease, where Ville Husso has been miles better than Jordan 
Binnington for at least two months -- not enough to dethrone the Cup 
winner from the crease, but certainly a storyline to unfold. 

Is There a Goaltending Controversy in St. Louis? 

January 24 2022 

Tampa Bay Lightning: Can Victor Hedman win the Norris Trophy? 

With newer, younger, highlight-generating talents in Cale Makar and 
Adam Fox (among some others) jumping to NHL prominence in the past 
few years, 31-year-old Hedman might have a harder and harder time in 
search of his second Norris Trophy win. A finalist for the award five 
consecutive seasons, Hedman actually comes out of the break tied as 
the defenceman points leader with Fox (47) and with a massive minutes 
workload in all situations. Some of his underlying on-ice measures -- shot 
attempts percentage, expected goals percentage -- come out better than 
his younger counterparts. He may not have the same flash, but Hedman 
is right in the thick of this discussion again. 

Toronto Maple Leafs: Can Jack Campbell settle in again? 

Right out of the gate the Leafs, and their fans, would breath just a bit 
easier if Campbell could string together a couple of excellent starts. His 
last one before the break was a good one versus New Jersey, but that 
followed an eight-game January where Campbell posted an .890 save 
percentage and 3.57 GAA. No one is panicking or anything yet -- and 
they shouldn't -- but it's time to get serious. 

Vancouver Canucks: How will the new front office shed salary while not 
stepping back? 

Jim Rutherford, Stan Smyl and Patrik Allvin have all indicated Vancouver 
has a goal to reduce cap costs, but there's no clear path to it. JT Miller's 
name has been circulated in trade rumours, but re-signing him isn't off 
the table either. Conor Garland has drawn interest, but he's on a value 
contract with term. Brock Boeser may be the one to watch here -- a 
summer RFA due a $7.5 million qualifying offer, who hasn't reached his 
rookie season performance yet. 

Vegas Golden Knights: How do they make salary cap room for a Jack 
Eichel return? 

Jack Eichel hasn't spent a day on Vegas' active roster yet, but that time 
is drawing closer. And when he does come off LTIR, a capped-out 
Golden Knights front office will have to dance around the dollars and deal 
with the fact not everyone can fit at full strength. Reilly Smith's name has 
been tossed around as a potential casualty, but what they have to do -- 
and when -- will be determined by who else happens to be on LTI at that 
time. 

Washington Capitals: Can they swing a trade for a goalie? 

The Capitals have a few sore areas, namely both special teams units, 
and one way to try and offset any shortcoming would be to acquire a 
goalie upgrade. Ilya Samsonov has had a sub-.900 save percentage for 
over two months now and while 26-year-old Vitek Vanecek does have 
promise, the all-in Caps may not want to rely solely on him as their No. 1 
and a struggling Samsonov as the back up. Both are up for contract 
extensions as arbitration-eligible RFAs. Marc-Andre Fleury has been 
connected to the team if he wants to go there. 

Winnipeg Jets: Will GM Kevin Cheveldayoff find his way on to the hot 
seat? 

The only general manager the Jets 2.0 franchise has ever had, 
Cheveldayoff's patience has defined his tenure, but as this year's team 
struggles to stay in the playoff race you wonder what the fallout of a 
missed post-season could be. The Jets were thought by some to be 
Canada's best team, but are 13th in the West out of the break, 2-6-2 in 
their past 10, and with a loss to Philadelphia leaving a bad taste just 
before the break. Their coach stepped away, their top centre is struggling 
with two-way play and the relative averageness of Connor Hellebuyck is 
exposing some cracks. Will Cheveldayoff address any of this? Will the 
team find its footing? Or will hard questions be asked about leadership 
and the direction forward? 
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TSN.CA / Marner letting loose during hot streak 

 

Mark Masters 

12-15 minutes 

 

Mitch Marner found a way to stay hot during the All-Star break. The 
winger travelled to Miami alongside teammates Justin Holl, Petr Mrazek, 
Rasmus Sandin and Timothy Liljegren.  

"It's always good to get away and relax your mind and relax your body 
and just enjoy some sun," Marner said. "As you guys all know, it hasn't 
been the nicest weather here." 

Marner did acknowledge that the timing of the break was "unfortunate" 
considering he's riding the longest goal streak of his National Hockey 
League career. Marner has eight goals and eight assists in seven games 
since returning from the COVID protocol.  

Since entering the NHL, Marner has always spoken about wanting to 
shoot more, but something seems to have finally clicked.  

"The difference is I'm not really focusing on clean shots," Marner 
explained. "I'm not afraid to try to just whack one or something like that 
and just kind of get it towards the net and surprise someone." 

"He's so deceptive when he's got the puck," observed linemate Auston 
Matthews. "We've seen it the last couple games, him being able to beat 
the goaltender clean. He's got a great shot. He might need to get a little 
more juice on it, but he's really accurate and deceptive. He can catch the 
goalie or defenceman or whoever's defending him off guard sometimes." 

Marner is an elite playmaker and skating alongside Matthews, the 
reigning Rocket Richard Trophy winner, you can understand why he's 
usually thinking pass. Lately, though, Marner is being a bit more selfish.  

"Not overthinking the shot is such a big thing for goal scorers," said 
coach Sheldon Keefe. "He's just letting it go and that's important. It's 
gone in for him, so he's gaining confidence in that. Guys score in different 
ways. Velocity and overpowering goalies is not the only way to score 
goals. Mitch has found that groove nicely here."  

Marner has always had the potential to score more regularly. He potted 
83 goals over his final 120 games in the Ontario Hockey League.  

Marner's career high in the NHL is 26 goals in the 2018-19 season. He 
scored 20 goals in 55 games last season, which is a 30-goal pace over 
82 games.  

"I've been saying it for a while, I know I can score goals, it's just about 
believing in it," Marner said. "It's been coming true, obviously, recently 
and just got to make sure I keep going with it." 

After Miami vacation, Marner aims to stay hot 

Mitch Marner spent his all-star break in Miami with some fellow Maple 
Leafs teammates to recharge, and enjoy some sun before the final push 
to the playoffs. Having scored a goal in his last seven games, Marner 
admits that he has changed his philosophy with putting more pucks on 
net, and ''not focusing on clean shots.'' 

Marner seems loose and relaxed these days. Last week, for example, the 
Leafs TikTok account hit a milestone and Marner embraced social media 
rumours that he's running the account.  

"Hey everyone, just want to thank you all for making my account, er, the 
Leafs account 300k followers," a deadpan Marner said in a TikTok video 
posted by the team. "Such a great accomplishment for myself, I mean, 
our team." 

For the record, Marner isn't involved in running the account.  

"I keep getting asked this question, but I am not a TikTok guy," Marner 
insisted with a small smile. "I do not like TikTok at all. I think I would like 
it, but I just don't want to get addicted to another social media app. I'm 
done with social media. I don't really care for it anymore. I'm trying to stay 
off it as much as I can and just focus on myself and my family and what I 
can control."  

Marner denies running Leafs Tik Tok account 

Over the weekend Mitch Marner thanked fans for reaching the 300,000 
followers mark on the Maple Leafs Tik Tok account. When asked if he 
was the man behind the curtain for the account, Marner denied any 
involvement, claiming that they are just rumours. 

Frederik Andersen will play his first game in Toronto since leaving the 
Leafs in free agency.  

"It feels like yesterday ... getting into Toronto," the 32-year-old said. "Just 
reminds you that you really got to take it all in and enjoy the process and 
enjoy every day you can." 

After a knee injury derailed his final season as a Leaf, Andersen has 
bounced back in a big way. He's 24-6-0 with a sparkling .929 save 
percentage this season. 

"To really get past that injury and really get back to the level I know I can 
play at, that's really been great," said Andersen, who helped the 
Metropolitan Division win the All-Star Game over the weekend. "Carolina 
welcomed me with open arms and it's been a really good experience so 
far. I think they deserve a lot of credit too." 

Andersen's best save percentage during a five-year run in Toronto was 
.918. The Dane posted a career-low .895 save percentage over 24 
games last season while playing, at times, with the knee ailment.  

"We've always had good goaltending, but Freddie's won us a lot of 
games," said Hurricanes coach Rod Brind'Amour. "We've played pretty 
well this year as a group, but he's got us [wins] himself because he was 
better than the guy across from him in quite a few games." 

Andersen stopped 24 of 25 shots in October in his first game against his 
old team. Matthews was able to beat him, but the Hurricanes beat the 
Leafs 4-1.   

"He's got some bragging rights," Andersen said of his pal with a grin, "but 
I'll let him have that if we can have the win. It comes down to the win, 
obviously."   

Andersen happy to let Matthews have bragging rights as long as 'Canes 
win 

Frederik Andersen is back in Toronto for the first time since he signed 
with the Hurricanes in the off-season. The goaltender spent five years 
with the Maple Leafs, and says it is nice to see some old friends. One of 
those friends is Auston Matthews. In their first meeting, the Leafs forward 
beat Andersen, but Carolina got the last laugh as they got the victory, 
which is something the Canes goaltender is ok with. 

The reunion theme extends to the Leafs net. Mrazek gets the call and will 
face his old team for the first time. The 29-year-old spent the last three 
seasons with the Hurricanes. 

"He's competitive," said Brind'Amour. "That's why we loved him. He's a 
gamer. You put him in there, he's going to give you all he has. It's the 
most important position in hockey and you want that guy to be 
competitive." 

"He just keeps fighting," said John Tavares. "He never says die to any 
puck or any opportunity to make a save no matter how difficult it may be. 
The one the other night, when he made it with his stick out of the air, was 
pretty remarkable. He's shown some pretty good resiliency. It wasn't the 
ideal start." 

Mrazek missed most of the first half of the season due to a groin injury. 
He's only made six starts with the Leafs.  
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Before the break, it seemed like Mrazek was getting in a groove. He won 
three straight decisions with a .928 save percentage in that stretch.  

"Today's a good opportunity for him to get right back in," said Keefe. 
"He's going to get more work here through the rest of the season. He's 
coming off of probably his best play for us … so I think he's in a really 
good place now." 

Leafs Ice Chips: 'Gamer' Mrazek gets first shot at old team 

Petr Mrazek gets his first chance to play his former team tonight and 
although he has gotten off to a tough start in Toronto, having to deal with 
injuries, the goaltender finally appeared to get on track prior to the all-star 
break. Mark Masters reports. 

Andersen and Mrazek played significant roles during Carolina's last 
game in Toronto on Feb. 22, 2020. Mrazek replaced James Reimer when 
the Hurricanes starter got hurt. Mrazek then got hurt himself in the 
second period, which paved the way for emergency backup David Ayres 
to get in the net.  

The Hurricanes played a suffocating brand of hockey that night. Ayres 
only faced 10 shots. The then 42-year-old allowed two goals. Andersen, 
meanwhile, allowed six goals on 47 shots. Carolina took the game 6-3 
with Ayres becoming the first emergency back-up to be credited with a 
win. 

"I didn't realize that," said Brind'Amour when informed that tonight is his 
first game back in the building since that fateful night. "I didn't even think 
about that. And we're still playing in front of an empty building. It's just 
weird. A lot of weird things going on in the last couple years, but that was 
a fond memory, for sure. So, hopefully we can find something like that 
tonight." 

Ayres was invited to Raleigh to sound the storm siren before the Leafs 
played at Carolina on Oct. 25, 2021. The Hurricanes won that game 4-1, 
which dropped the Leafs to 2-4-1 on the year. 

"There's not a lot of time playing against them," Keefe recalled. "They 
close on you quickly. The pace is really high both ways." 

Keefe doesn't usually address his players after a loss, but he made an 
exception that night, because he felt it was a turning point for the group. 
He said they got to see and feel what it was like to face a true Stanley 
Cup contender.  

"In preparing for tonight, I've gone back to watch a lot of that over the last 
few days and I felt our team played at a really high level in that game in 
terms of our pace and competitiveness and that's why I came out of that 
game feeling really positive about where we were going as a team," 
Keefe said. 

Since then, the Leafs have compiled a 27-6-2 record. Brind'Amour isn't 
surprised.  

"October, it was early, right," the Hurricanes coach noted. "They had new 
systems kind of getting into place, you know, eerily similar to our system. 
So, I think it took a little time for them to kind of get it going and now you 
see it kind of take fruition and they're playing pretty solid now." 

Brind'Amour: Leafs system is 'eerily similar' to 'Canes 

Hurricanes head coach Rod Brind'Amour says he has observed the 
Maple Leafs take a bit of time to find their groove but believes they are 
'playing pretty solid' now as they prepare for tonight's matchup. Leafs 
head coach Sheldon Keefe reflected on their previous meeting in 
October with the Devils, saying he felt his team played at a high level, 
despite the loss. 

Toronto's second line of Tavares between William Nylander and Alex 
Kerfoot has gone cold. They were all minus players during Toronto's 7-1 
win in New Jersey before the break.  

"Offensively, they need to be a little more direct and play quicker," Keefe 
said. "We're playing against a team that will really require that. When you 
look at the success Nylander and Kerfoot have on the wings, a lot of that 

comes through speed off the puck and moving their feet, playing [well] 
without the puck and then getting it in good spots. That's an important 
piece for that line to really get themselves going both on the rush and 
then into the offensive zone." 

Tavares and Nylander each have just two points in five-on-five play over 
the last 10 games.  

"At times we try to do too much and not put the opposition under as much 
pressure," Kerfoot acknowledged. "It's just getting back to that and 
having confidence in ourselves and being really competitive out there." 

When is that line at its best?  

"We support each other really well," said Tavares. "We're quick in on the 
forecheck and able to break teams down in terms of creating more 
spacing and looks at the net. That's something we want to find a little 
more rhythm with and consistency with starting with myself." 

Struggling Tavares line looks to adopt ‘direct approach’ 

Looking to contribute with some more offensive consistency, the line of 
John Tavares, William Nylander and Alex Kerfoot are aiming to take a 
more direct approach in all aspects of the game, knowing that how they 
play off of the puck can create more chances. 

Jake Muzzin skated again on Monday morning but will miss a seventh 
straight game as he continues to work his way back from a concussion.  

Projected Leafs lines for Monday's game:  

F 

Bunting - Matthews - Marner  

Kerfoot - Tavares - Nylander  

Mikheyev - Kampf - Kase 

Engvall - Spezza - Simmonds  

D 

Rielly - Brodie  

Sandin - Holl  

Dermott - Liljegren  

G 

Mrazek starts  

Campbell 
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TSN.CA / NHL’s top power plays driving scoring to new heights 

 

Travis Yost 

6-7 minutes 

 

The Toronto Maple Leafs are a bona fide Stanley Cup contender. The St. 
Louis Blues have played to a 112-point pace since Dec. 1, positioning 
themselves for another postseason bid. The Edmonton Oilers are fighting 
for their playoff lives. 

Three teams, three very different circumstances. But one thing ties these 
three clubs together: they all have blistering power-play units. 
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The National Hockey League has seen a bit of a scoring revolution this 
season when it comes to the power play, but it’s not the result of 
additional opportunities. Teams are seeing about 2.9 power-play 
opportunities per game, which is down from the 10-year average (3.1). 

At first, I suspected early-season volatility was at play – a combination of 
serious shooting luck and goaltending weakness conspiring to create a 
surge in scoring that would invariably abate over time. After all, we have 
seen that in any number of regular seasons prior. 

But that regression back towards league averages hasn’t happened this 
time around. It’s a fascinating shift, and one that’s not being driven by the 
breadth of the NHL. Instead, the league’s most potent power plays have 
remained a cut above the rest, and that’s driven league-wide scoring on 
the man advantage to higher levels. 

Let’s first look at the league averages to frame this appropriately. This 
shows the statistical modern era (2007-22). On both a rate goal scoring 
and expected rate goal scoring basis, we are looking at a 15-year high. 

One thing this serves to illustrate is that this change didn’t happen 
overnight. As more scoring talent has been injected into the league, and 
as teams have modified their strategy and tactics to be more offensively 
accommodating, scoring has increased. 

What else do we observe? Prominently, two things. The first is that 
shooting percentage hasn’t notably changed over this 15-year interval (or 
even over a shorter five-year horizon), which means teams are still 
converting on roughly the same number of chances. 

We also know, though I won’t get into too much detail here, that shot 
volumes are not a driver. Teams are averaging about 97 shot attempts 
per 60 minutes of play this year; that’s in line with the past five seasons, 
and notably down from the last scoring peak (2017-18 season; 103 
attempts per 60 minutes of play). 

Without materially changing conversion rates (teams trading fewer shots 
for more premium scoring chances) or shot volumes (teams trading shot 
quality for flurries of lower probability scoring chances), only one thing is 
left. The likelihood of each shot going in has increased, or said another 
way, teams are finding an easier time generating shots from the interior 
and moving goaltenders out of position. 

If we look at the number of shot attempts needed to create one expected 
goal (which, I remind you, is moving in parallel with real goal scoring), 
you can see how this has plummeted this season: 

We can reasonably infer here that the league’s offences are winning the 
battle on the power play, because they are creating additional offence 
without volatility (shooting percentage) or volume (quantity of chances, or 
total power plays per game) to do it. 

We also know this is not a league-wide trend. If we segment 
performance, we can see that the NHL’s power-play powerhouses are 
doing the heavy lifting: 

There are two notable conclusions here. First and most obvious, we are 
again seeing a multi-year trend, where the NHL’s most prolific power-play 
offences continue to improve on prior performance. The other side of the 
coin is that the league is seeing serious divergence in performance. If we 
look at these three segments: 

When you drill into those teams – I come back to the aforementioned 
Maple Leafs, Oilers, and Blues – you see truly dramatic shifts in the way 
they are attacking the opposition. I’d note that all three teams have had 
limited changes in core personnel, too, which drives home intrigue about 
further strategic and tactical shifts. 

Here’s Toronto’s shot profile from two seasons ago compared to this year 
(via HockeyViz): 

Here’s Edmonton, another team with plenty of star power at the top of the 
lineup: 

Here’s St. Louis, a team that doesn’t have the same calibre of 
playmaking from the forward group, but a team that certainly runs deep in 
terms of scoring firepower: 

If you think all three of these heat maps (and the evolution of these 
teams over the past three seasons) look similar, it’s because they are. 

It goes back to the original point: a handful of teams around the league, 
through the personnel they have and the offensive strategies they have 
implemented, have quietly changed the game when it concerns the 
power play. It’s never been easier to generate shots from the circles, and 
it’s never been easier to funnel pucks and traffic to the front of the 
goaltender. 

This is still a sport decided on the merit of even-strength play. But a great 
power play can be quite a difference maker, and right now, these clubs 
have found a way to more scoring and more wins. 

The rest of the league is left chasing accordingly. 
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